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Chapter One 

The nature and Function of Judicial Review 

Le Conseil constitutionnel est une jurisdiction, mais il ne sait pas; mon 
rôle est de lui faire prendre conscience de sa nature. 
—Robert Badinter, president of the Conseil constitutionnel, 1986–951 

The theme of this book is that modern constitutional review cannot always be ad-
equately understood if seen through the traditional categories of the separation of 
powers. Constitutional courts do more than can be fitted into the domain allowed 
to courts exercising the judicial function. Much of what they do in what i call 
“transforming societies” involves spreading the values set out in the constitution 
throughout their state and society. indeed, their idea of what a constitution is does 
not always fit well with the orthodox idea of a liberal constitution. i try to show 
that constitutional judges often come near to being applied political theorists, car-
rying out a quite new type of political function. This first chapter develops some 
of these concepts and sets out the plan of the book, offering technical information 
and definitions to be filled out in the substantive chapters. 

A few examples always help in setting out a general approach. Though this book 
is primarily about “new” constitutional review in countries undergoing some form 
of transformation, i begin with a different sort of example. it is chosen not from 
a new constitutional court, or one involved in transformative jurisprudence, but 
from the oldest court doing constitutional review, what is beyond doubt the model 
court, the Us supreme Court. There are two reasons for this. First, the supreme 
Court is familiar—if the reader knows anything about constitutional review, it is 
likely to be about America’s experience. second, i hope to show that the patterns 
and ideas that are relevant in newer jurisdictions have their counterparts even in 
this oldest and most familiar territory. 

1D Rousseau, Sur le Conseil constitutionnel: La doctrine Badinter et la démocratie (Paris: Descartes 
& Cie, 1997), 19. 
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in 2003 the supreme Court overturned one of its own precedents, a precedent 
that had only stood for seventeen years. The case was Lawrence v Texas , which 
challenged a state law criminalizing some homosexual practices.2 The ruling prec-
edent, Bowers v Hardwick from 1986, ought to have made the case unnecessary.3 

in Bowers a Georgia state law that made sodomy punishable by up to twenty years’ 
imprisonment was challenged. Hardwick had been arrested for committing sod-
omy when a police officer had entered his house and found him with another man. 
in the end he was not prosecuted, but undertook a civil suit against the state claim-
ing the law was unconstitutional. Though the federal appeals court agreed with 
Hardwick, the supreme Court ruled that Georgia was entitled to use the criminal 
law to impose the majority’s moral code.4 

The supreme Court is not totally forbidden to overturn its own previous deci-
sions, but puts a very strong value on stare decisis, the rule of precedent. Certainly 
it is rare for the court to change its mind so soon after a major ruling, even one 
as controversial as that in Bowers v Hardwick. That case had raised a huge protest 
because it clashed with liberalising trends in American society during the 1970s 
and 1980s. When Lawrence v Texas overruled Bowers, there was an equivalent up-
roar from political and judicial conservatives.5 When major courts do overturn 
their own precedents, they usually do so because they think an earlier decision has 
become inappropriate for a later society. or they at least shade their disagreement 
with the past decision. The Us supreme Court of 2003 was much blunter. The 
majority opinion says outright, “Bowers was not correct when it was decided, and 
it is not correct today. it ought not to remain binding precedent.”6 This really was a 
choice by the supreme Court—it could have held for Lawrence without overruling 
Bowers. The majority opinion explicitly says that the justices rejected an alterna-
tive approach that would have disallowed the texas statute on narrower grounds. 
in fact Justice o’Connor, who voted along with the majority to overturn the texas 
law, had been part of the majority in Bowers and still thought it correct. to find 
the law under which Lawrence was prosecuted unconstitutional, she used an ap-

2 Lawrence v Texas, 539 Us 558 (2003) (Us supreme Court). 
3Bowers v Hardwick, 478 Us 186 (1986) (Us supreme Court). 
4The court’s own summary of this point is this: “sodomy laws may not be invalidated under the 

due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment on the theory that there must be a rational basis for 
the law and that majority sentiments about the morality of homosexual sodomy are not an adequate 
basis.” Bowers v Hardwick, 3. 

5There is an extensive journal literature on both cases. As a selection, eM Maltz, “The Court, the 
Academy, and the Constitution: A Comment on Bowers v. Hardwick and its Critics,” 1989 Brigham 
Young University Law Review 59–95, gives a good account of both the first case and its reception, while 
J Weinstein and t DeMarco, “Challenging Dissent: The ontology and Logic of Lawrence v. Texas,” 2003 
10 Cardozo Women’s Law Journal 423–67, is a useful analysis of the judicial logic in the second case. The 
two cases and intervening decisions are treated together in R turner, “traditionalism, Majoritarian 
Morality, and the Homosexual sodomy issue: The Journey from Bowers to Lawrence,” 2004 53 Univer-
sity of Kansas Law Review 1–81. 

6 Lawrence v Texas, 12. The nine justices on the court were split. Five signed the majority opinion, 
with a sixth judge concurring in the result but using a quite different approach. The main dissent, 
joined by two other justices, was by Justice scalia. even by the standards of the supreme Court, it is 
bitter and confrontational towards the majority. 
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proach quite different from that offered in the majority opinion. But if the court in 
2003 did not have to overrule Bowers, the court in 1986 did not have to rule on the 
constitutionality of the Georgia statute at all—it would have been perfectly pos-
sible to overturn the court of appeals by simply ruling, as the supreme Court was 
invited to, that the case was moot. Right at the beginning, the first Georgia court 
to hear the case had ruled that Bowers had no cause of action because he had not 
actually been prosecuted. 

The first point to make is that courts sometimes really do set out deliberately 
to make major legal statements. no one can avoid the fact that two Us supreme 
Courts, only seventeen years apart, felt so strongly about the issue of criminalizing 
homosexual behaviour that they took up challenges that could have been avoided. 
Both courts, though radically opposed to each other, felt it their duty to make law 
in this way. The second point to make at this stage is how much personnel changes 
matter. since the 1930s the Us supreme Court has always had nine justices; though 
this number is not prescribed in the constitution and has not always been man-
dated by law, it may have hardened into a “constitutional convention.” of the nine 
men and women who heard Lawrence, only three survived from the Bowers court, 
and one of them, o’Connor, effectively changed tack. The six new appointments 
split four to two against the ruling in Bowers. on such minor things as judicial 
death and retirement can depend something as fundamental as a shift in a nation’s 
public morality. (The route by which people become judges is commented on later, 
especially, as an example, in chapter 4 on France.) 

in other ways this relatively ordinary piece of constitutional adjudication shares 
many of the features to be discussed at length in this book. The ruling in Law-
rence is a self-conscious “modernization” of values, and an imposition of them. 
Much of the disagreement about the case revolves round the question of whether 
or not public disapproval of private behaviour can justify legal restrictions, but 
discussion is always admixed with matters of what i have called elsewhere “ju-
dicial methodology”—the rules to be applied in deciding such cases.7 so those 
who wanted to overturn the texas law claimed that there was no important and 
legitimate government aim served by it. Their opponents said that the law needed 
no such aim, because that test applies only to rights that are “deeply rooted in this 
nation’s history and tradition.” Much of what will follow in this book is about what 
tests are applicable in what circumstances. 

Part of the disagreement over Lawrence is factual—the two sides differ on the 
history of legal constraints on homosexuality—and we will see frequent use and 
misuse of claims to empirical knowledge in other jurisdictions. Much of the dis-
agreement over Bowers and Lawrence is disagreement over what the cases are actu-
ally about. For both sides the issues have little to do with homosexuality in itself. 
For the majority in Lawrence the issue is the right of the citizen to be left alone in 
private. For the other side, the cases are about the right of the state governments to 
reflect majority feeling within their territories with no federal intervention. sociol-

7D Robertson, Judicial Discretion in the House of Lords (oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), especially 
chapters 3 and 4. 
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ogists might call this the “framing” of the issues. A matter of framing or perception 
is the “What is this all about?” question, asked at a lower level. What is it about for 
the actual people caught up in the legislation? to the majority in Bowers, it is only 
a matter of their sexual activities. to the majority in Lawrence, it is a deep matter 
of human dignity, and the consequences for those liable to be prosecuted are far 
more onerous than the actual sentences. indeed, where the protection of dignity is 
concerned, it does not matter that such laws as the Georgia and texas statutes are 
hardly ever invoked. not only will such framing issues occur in several contexts 
later in the book, but the concept of dignity will prove to be the most important 
single value in modern judicial review. 

Lawrence, if not Bowers, raises the question of whether legal and constitutional 
thinking outside the United states counts in Us courts. The majority in Lawrence 
attach great importance to, inter alia, decisions of the european Court of Human 
Rights, because they regard moral opinion across developed democracies as an im-
portant measure. to the minority, such matters are utterly irrelevant, because only 
aspects of American moral history are relevant or can legitimately be cited. (The 
extensive use of foreign judgements, so that a sort of international constitutional 
law is rapidly developing, will be discussed several times in this book.) These cases 
are about, and are examples of, what has come to be called “legal culture.” They 
have to do with the way different generations and groups of judges are socialised 
or have their “professional formation.” Justice scalia makes this abundantly clear 
in one of his harshest condemnations of the Lawrence majority. i quote him at 
length to make this point (lengthy quotations from the judges are a major part of 
my technique throughout the book): 

today’s opinion is the product of a Court, which is the product of a law-
profession culture, that has largely signed on to the so-called homosexual 
agenda, by which i mean the agenda promoted by some homosexual activ-
ists directed at eliminating the moral opprobrium that has traditionally at-
tached to homosexual conduct. i noted in an earlier opinion the fact that the 
American Association of Law schools (to which any reputable law school 
must seek to belong) excludes from membership any school that refuses to 
ban from its job-interview facilities a law firm (no matter how small) that 
does not wish to hire as a prospective partner a person who openly engages 
in homosexual conduct. . . . one of the most revealing statements in today’s 
opinion is the Court’s grim warning that the criminalization of homosexual 
conduct is “an invitation to subject homosexual persons to discrimination 
both in the public and in the private spheres.” . . . it is clear from this that the 
Court has taken sides in the culture war, departing from its role of assuring, 
as neutral observer, that the democratic rules of engagement are observed. 
Many Americans do not want persons who openly engage in homosexual 
conduct as partners in their business, as scoutmasters for their children, as 
teachers in their children’s schools, or as boarders in their home. They view 
this as protecting themselves and their families from a lifestyle that they be-
lieve to be immoral and destructive. The Court views it as “discrimination” 
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which it is the function of our judgments to deter. so imbued is the Court 
with the law profession’s anti-anti-homosexual culture, that it is seemingly 
unaware that the attitudes of that culture are not obviously “mainstream.”8 

scalia may well be unfair, but the fact remains that matters like a profession’s 
own rules crucially shape the way constitutional law develops. i shall often refer to 
this idea of a legal, or politico-legal, culture.9 

Finally, there is one thing that neither Bowers nor Lawrence is really about. 
neither case depends on interpretation of the Us Bill of Rights, or any other part 
of the constitution—or not in any sense of textual interpretation that one would 
find outside law, and especially constitutional law. nowhere in the constitution is 
homosexuality or sodomy mentioned. indeed, nowhere in that document is any 
matter of sexual rights or behaviour mentioned. The whole of the more apparently 
“legal” parts of the opinions in Bowers and Lawrence are about previous judicial 
glosses on the constitution. This practice, as the book will show, is true to a large 
extent everywhere in adjudication. As soon as constitutional issues arise and are 
given judicial consideration, a rich body of interlinked judicial thought develops. 
This body of judicial material, part of what the French Conseil constitutionnel 
calls the bloc de constitutionnalité, is both the result of, and a constraint on, judicial 
review. Judges often decide on constitutionality by relying on what other judges 
have said more than on the document that is supposed to be controlling. 

Introductory Definitions and the Plan of the Book 

What is constitutional review? At one level this question is a technical matter of 
constitutional law. Constitutional review is a process by which one institution, 
commonly called a constitutional court, has the constitutional authority to de-
cide whether statutes or other decrees created by the rule-making institutions 
identified by the constitution are valid given the terms of the constitution. it is a 
highly reflexive process. such a definition tells us nothing about the purpose of 
constitutional review in the political system; it tells us nothing about the impact of 
constitutional review on the governance of the society; it does not describe con-
stitutional review as a functional element in the political complex we usually call 
a state. some liberal democracies, probably most by now, have some form of con-
stitutional review, but not all, so it is not just a definitional element of democracy.10 

As long as impeccably democratic nations-states like the netherlands do without 
judicial review, its presence and functioning in other countries must invite seri-

8 Lawrence v Texas, 578. 
9Certainly the Lawrence decision has provoked some anxiety about judicial bias: tA sparling, “Ju-

dicial Bias Claims of Homosexual Persons in the Wake of Lawrence v. Texas,” 2004 Southern Texas Law 
Review 255–309. 

10one count gives 128 countries with judicial review: FR Romeu, “The establishment of Consti-
tutional Courts: A study of 128 Democratic Constitutions,” 2006 2 Review of Law and Economics 1, 
104–35. A detailed analysis of such courts can be found at http://www.concourts.net/comparison.php. 

http://www.concourts.net/comparison.php
http:democracy.10
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ous inquiry. only a very subtle argument would suggest that norway, which has 
judicial review, is more democratic than the rest of scandinavia, which does not. 
This whole book is really dedicated to answering one question—what does con-
stitutional review do for the countries that have it? ostensive definition can get us 
started. Constitutional review answers questions like these: 

•	Can a state pass legislation prohibiting floor-crossing by those elected to 
its legislature?11 

•	Can a state forbid a wide range of state officials to join political parties?12 

•	Can the new democratic parliament of a former Communist state pass a 
law characterising the previous regime as a state of “lawlessness”?13 

•	Can a state decriminalize the actions of doctors and patients involved in 
terminating a pregnancy?14 

•	Can an education authority ban teaching material that treats homosexual 
partnerships as equivalent to heterosexual families?15 

•	Can a state nationalise its banking sector?16 

yet these are only questions where something exists to make them questions— 
obviously states can, and do, do all of these things. They become real questions only 
where two conditions apply: there must be a constitution purporting to restrict what 
a state can do, and there must be a body independent of the legislature and executive 
empowered to test state action against that constitution. Where a parliament is enti-
tled itself to decide whether or not its laws satisfy constitutional limitation, the con-
stitution, in this respect at least, cannot be more than advisory or aspirational. There 
is a rich and complex literature in political theory considering whether a system of 
independent oversight on parliamentary legislation is fully compatible with democ-
racy.17 This book will not do more than touch tangentially on some aspects of that 
debate. it is not, however, irrelevant to the debate, because my concern here is to give 
a much fuller characterization of what exactly happens in judicial review than the 
theoretical literature normally concerns itself with. However, my concerns are also 
much narrower than those of the theoretical debate. i have chosen to concentrate al-
most entirely on constitutional review mechanisms in societies that have undergone 
major change, where constitutional review of legislation has been added to an ongo-

11 United Democratic Movement v ἀe President of the Republic of South Africa CCt 23/02 (south 
African Constitutional Court). 

12 Statutory Prohibitions of Political Party Membership , K26/00 (2000) (Polish Constitutional 
tribunal). 

13 Lawlessness, Pl. Us 19/93 (Czech Republic Constitutional Court). All citations are from the web-
site of the court, which is http://angl.concourt.cz/angl_verze/cases.php. 

14 Abortion Case No 1, 39 BverfGe 1 (1975) (German Federal Constitutional Court). 
15 Chamberlain v Surrey School District No. 36, 4 sCR 710 (2002) (Canadian supreme Court). 
16 Nationalizations , 81-132 DC (1982) (Conseil constitutionnel). 
17As examples, only, of the debate, consider the issues and citations in Fi Michelman “The Consti-

tution, social Rights, and Liberal Political Justification,” 2003 1 International Journal of Constitutional 
Law 1, 13–34. Perhaps the main writer associated with an anticonstitutional review position is Jeremy 
Waldron. see his classic essay “A Rights Based Critique of Constitutional Rights,” 1993 13 Oxford Journal 
of Legal Studies 18–51. 

http://angl.concourt.cz/angl_verze/cases.php
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ing society, either in a new constitution or as something grafted on to a continuing 
constitutional tradition. in essence i am looking to see what constitutional review 
tries to do, and how it does it, in societies undergoing a form of political transforma-
tion. This focus is not new. For example, Bruce Ackerman’s seminal study of the in-
ternational development of constitutional review is based on two general scenarios. 
one is federalism; the other is what he calls “new beginnings.” The latter 

operates with a different logic, dealing in expressive symbols, not functional 
imperatives. Under this scenario a constitution emerges as a symbolic marker 
of a great transition in the political life of a nation.18 

Most of the jurisdictions i talk about hereafter are also covered by Ackerman. 
This choice is made for two reasons. First, it is intrinsically important to see 

how constitutional review functions in such societies, as compared with states, 
like the United states, where review was built in at the beginning of the consti-
tutional epoch. second, such transforming constitutional arrangements help me 
focus on what i take the main function of constitutional review to be. My claim 
is that constitutional review is a mechanism for permeating all regulated aspects 
of society with a set of values inherent in the constitutional agreement the society 
has accepted. This position is developed seriatim throughout the rest of this book. 
The idea embraces various subthemes. one crucial idea is that modern societies 
lack other all-embracing moral or ideological commitments as a result of religious 
secularization, on the one hand, and the victory of a middle-of-the-road political 
consensus around a form of liberalism, on the other. Consequently, constitutional-
ism reigns supreme. if a politician wants to attack another politician’s policies in 
a way that seems nonpartisan, the claim that the policy is unconstitutional is the 
best bet. if constitutionalism is the main overarching value, it is also true that one 
specific constitutional value often seems to dominate constitutional discourse— 
the value of nondiscrimination. This is the legal equivalent to saying that equality 
is the one prime value: in a liberal secular society no value code exists to justify in-
equality. equality of opportunity is a requirement for the legitimating of a secular, 
individualistic, liberal society. Thus constitutional interpretation takes centre stage 
whoever does it, and where it is done by special courts or tribunals, constitutional 
review becomes a process of throwing a net of logically derived values over legisla-
tion, creating a mesh policies must pass through. 

These and related ideas are developed in the following chapters. The plan of 
the book is simple. There are five case studies of constitutional jurisdictions, cho-
sen to represent different examples of transformative constitutions. There follows 
a long comparative theme chapter on particular problems in constitutional ad-
judication. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the variance, but also the 
limitations to variance, in the ways jurisdictions deal with issues none can avoid. 
The jurisdiction chapters are essentially descriptive. very little has been pub-
lished that seeks to describe several jurisdictions side by side, so there ought to 
be no sense that description is somehow a less valuable academic pursuit. These 

18B Ackerman, “The Rise of World Constitutionalism,” 1997 83 Virginia Law Review 4, 771–97, at 784. 

http:nation.18
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accounts are sketches of the state of constitutional review in each jurisdiction, 
not up-to-date accounts of the exact body of law currently valid within them. As 
sketches, they highlight what seems to me most importantly characteristic of each 
jurisdiction’s approach to constitutional review. This is the more so because of the 
methodology i embrace. to call it a methodology is overgrand, but the point is 
that my descriptions are concerned almost entirely with the actual cases decided, 
and above all with the judicial argument in them. Far too little attention is paid 
to what judges actually say in judging, as opposed simply to the decisions they 
reach. Because i see these courts as involved in the explication of constitutional 
values, in the making of low-level political theory, i attach huge importance to the 
arguments crafted by judges. An alternative title for this book would indeed have 
been “Constitutional Judging as Political Theorising: A Comparative Analysis.” 
The nature of modern democracy is such that governments engage in justifica-
tion, and judicial opinions constitute an important aspect of what is sometimes 
called “deliberative democracy.”19 

The same sorts of issues substantive and procedural occur in all these societ-
ies with judicial review, though with emphases that differ according to national 
politico-legal culture and the pathways that have brought the courts to impor-
tance. Finding out what variety of answers seem possible, and why some are cho-
sen over others, should tell us a great deal about the nature of this obscure ac-
tivity of judicial review. The first jurisdiction chosen is Germany because of its 
enormous importance as the first postwar constitutional court with real power, 
which has given it great influence over later courts. i follow that discussion with a 
composite chapter that describes judicial review in three of the new eastern euro-
pean democracies, Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary, which face similar 
problems in (re)establishing democracy and the rule of law. The differences in 
their approaches are as revealing as the similarities, and the apparently anodyne 
concept of the “rule of law” turns out to be richly complicated and various. These 
chapters are followed by one other european example, the French experience in 
the Fifth Republic. The most important aspect of the French story is that constitu-
tional review came for the first time in the Fifth Republic, against a background of 
long-term historical antipathy to the courts in politics. What my sketch highlights 
here is summed up in the quotation heading the chapter: France really does have a 
body of complex and thought-out constitutional law, and the Conseil constitution-
nel has not merely responded to issues in an ad hoc, partisan way. 

Canada follows, vital as an example of a country where a decision was made to 
import constitutional review into a common-law-based political system with par-
liamentary supremacy. Canada had previously had constitutional review, but of a 
limited kind. How its judges coped with the new Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 

19The idea of deliberative democracy has been used and developed by a host of major political theo-
rists, including elster, Habermas, and Rawls. it probably originated in an article by Joseph M. Bessete, 
who worked it out most fully in ἀe Mild Voice of Reason: Deliberative Democracy and American Na-
tional Government (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994). 
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which expanded constitutional review, is an important topic in its own right, but is 
also worth examination because the problems they faced tell us a good deal about 
the special nature of the activity and the political role of constitutional review. 
The final jurisdiction treated is south Africa, the country that has most openly 
embraced the idea of “transformative jurisprudence,” yet where constitutional re-
view was grafted onto a long history of judicial passivity and a common-law back-
ground. Throughout these sketches several concepts occur and reoccur. The best 
example is the role of “dignity” as a touchstone for constitutionality, which can be 
found in very nearly every jurisdiction. 

After the case studies there are two chapters, one rather long, taking themes in a 
directly comparative perspective. (i make a good deal of effort to draw useful com-
parisons within the jurisdiction chapters as well, to illuminate approaches to simi-
lar problems.) The longest chapter in the book, and probably the most demanding, 
is chapter 7. it is long because it offers a comparative study of how the most com-
mon and unavoidable issue in the whole of rights enforcement has been handled 
in different jurisdictions. The problem is simple to state. Whatever a constitution 
says about rights, it is virtually impossible to guarantee that any right will be ab-
solute; there must always be some circumstances when a right will have to give in 
to the needs of the state. But how is this restriction of rights to be handled? Above 
all, what sort of analysis must a constitutional court go through to decide when 
a right can be trumped by social need? This chapter is unlike the others in that a 
good part of it considers the constitutional jurisprudence of the United states. The 
Us supreme Court has the longest experience in the world of dealing with just this 
question, made all the more difficult because the Us Bill of Rights, unlike other 
statements of rights, does not on the face of it accept that the rights it guarantees 
cannot be absolute. Chapter 7 is thus, more than other chapters, about the sorts of 
arguments that can carry respect inside a deliberative democracy. it is also where 
i give my most sustained discussion of problems rising from antidiscrimination 
rights, the core value in modern constitutional thinking. The arguments for limit-
ing rights are of the same logical form as those for allowing forms of discrimina-
tion between citizens where this allowance is necessary for policy. These themes 
and considerations are brought together in the concluding chapter, where i sketch 
a justification for judicial review of constitutionality in light of the fears some ex-
press about its lack of democratic legitimacy. in so doing i offer a characterisation 
of the constitutional judge as a professional political theorist. 

ἀe Forms of Judicial Review 

There are two basic types of constitutional review. The first type involves questions 
about how authority to act is distributed by the constitution to various parts of 
the state, and with federal constitutions, how it is distributed between the national 
and component unit levels. The case that tradition claims began American judicial 
review, Marbury v Madison , was about such an issue, as were nearly all the major 
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Us supreme Court decisions until after the Civil War.20 virtually any constitu-
tion that involves a separation-of-powers doctrine, a federal structure, or both, 
requires some entity to police these boundaries. Although individual decisions by 
constitutional review bodies on the distribution of authority may be controversial, 
few observers object to the exercise of this function in general. The exception is 
perhaps where the reflexive nature of constitutional review is most apparent— 
where the review body acts to increase its own authority at the expense of other 
actors. This was the problem with Marbury and has been the source of most objec-
tions to the activities of the european Court of Justice. The newer constitutions 
are, on the whole, simpler than the old federal constitutions as far as boundary 
maintenance is concerned, but major problems have nonetheless required solu-
tions. (in this book this issue is most clearly covered in the first part of the chapter 
on south Africa, and in some contexts from the eastern european jurisdictions.) 
These instances have typically involved separation-of-powers clashes between the 
legislature and the executive—the power of the constitutional courts themselves 
has usually been unchallenged. 

The second type of constitutional review concerns not who can do something, 
but what limits may be placed by the constitution on doing certain things, regard-
less of the actor. This is largely the domain of bills, charters, and declarations of 
fundamental, human, or citizens’ rights. Although the American constitution had 
a Bill of Rights from its earliest days, it was not until the Fourteenth Amendment, 
passed after the Civil War in 1868, that it came to apply to the states as well as the 
federal government. The British north America Act, a nineteenth-century act of 
the UK Parliament that served as the Canadian constitution until 1982, did not 
have a binding bill of rights, and the Australian constitution, which came into 
force in 1900, still does not have one. nor were equivalent limitations on what 
could be done found in continental europe. (interestingly, Kelsen himself thought 
it inappropriate to have such limitations enforced by a constitutional court.) The 
constitutions created after World War ii nearly all contain bills of right, and they 
are often very extensive. The latest wave of constitution writing, in eastern and 
Central europe and south Africa, has added a further complication. The most 
recent constitutions contain provisions for “social” rights, under which the consti-
tutional courts can order the government or parliament to do something, rather 
than merely to desist from doing something illiberal. (This problem is discussed 
mainly in the chapters on eastern europe, Canada, and south Africa.) 

This distinction between types of review is often more clear in principle than 
in practice; it is somewhat of an ideal type. it is easy to come up with examples 
of constitutional adjudication that can be seen as either boundary maintenance, 
rights enforcement, or both. Boundary cases can be triggered or motivated by 

20 Marbury v Madison , 5 Us 137 (1803) (Us supreme Court). so famous is the case that commenta-
tors on any region that is developing judicial review look to find the equivalent case, for example, HK 
Prempeh, “Marbury in Africa: Judicial Review and the Challenge of Constitutionalism in Contempo-
rary Africa,” 2005 80 Tulane Law Review 1239–1323. American legal historians do not see Marbury in 
such a clear architectonic light, but it has come down to modern constitutional commentators world-
wide in this way. 
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disagreement on substantive political or policy goals. An interesting example that 
conflates all of these considerations is the famous Australian bank nationalisa-
tion case.21 This case came about when the Labour government tried to make all 
private banking illegal and give a monopoly to the Commonwealth Bank. Losing 
the case was a factor in Labour’s subsequent electoral defeat, which kept them 
out of power for over twenty years. As noted above, the Australian constitution 
has no bill of rights, but does have clauses that can be used as an equivalent if the 
High Court is so inclined. Where these provisions have applied to ordinary civil 
rights, they have been largely ignored by the High Court, but one in particular that 
touches on economic rights was brought to bear on the banks’ challenge to the 
Labour government. This was section 92, which provided that “trade, commerce, 
and intercourse among the states should be absolutely free.” This constitutional 
provision can be regarded as, and was surely meant to be, essentially structural—it 
aimed at preventing trade barriers because a major part of the plan for the whole 
constitution was the creation of a free trade area. The High Court had previously 
developed out of it the doctrine that the clause protected the laisser-faire rights 
of individuals. Using this doctrine, which was not fully overturned until 1988, 
the High Court found any nationalisation to be completely unconstitutional. in a 
similar way the Us supreme Court has at times used the apparently structural in-
terstate Commerce Clause to achieve substantive political goals.22 Although there 
are many other ways of categorising different forms of judicial review, several of 
which will be canvassed in this book, this simple distinction will be helpful in 
discussions in this chapter on why some writers have reservations about courts 
interpreting constitutions. 

Types of Constitutional Courts 

new methods of constitutional review developed in stages in the second half of 
the twentieth century. some of the differences from earlier adjudication are struc-
tural; though some of the newly important constitutional review bodies, above 
all the Canadian supreme Court, are general courts like that of the United states, 
most are purpose-built constitutional courts, often so labelled. These courts, like 
the German Federal Constitutional Court, arguably the most important of all, are 
often referred to as “Kelsen” courts. Hans Kelsen, an Austrian jurist, was the archi-
tect of the earliest purely constitutional court, set up in Austria between 1920 and 
the rise of the nazi state in 1934. in jurisprudence he is best known for his idea of 

21 Bank of New South Wales v Commonwealth, 76 CLR 1 (1948) (Australian High Court). For a gen-
eral account of the court and of this case, see B Galligan, Politics of the High Court: A Study of the Judi-
cial Branch of Government in Australia (st. Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1987). 

22 As an example of how “political” some commentators see judicial interpretation of such structural 
matters, see Mv tushnet, “scalia and the Dormant Commerce Clause: A Foolish Formalism,” 1990 12 
Cardozo Law Review 1717–43. A more general discussion of the way the clause has been used is given in 
sG Gey, “The Political economy of the Dormant Commerce Clause,” 1989 1 New York University Review 
of Law and Social Change 17–97. 
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the Grundnorm, the highest element in a hierarchy of rules that gives legitimacy to 
all further derived norms.23 Kelsen saw the constitution as functioning rather like a 
Grundnorm and argued that a special body, separate from the ordinary hierarchies 
of courts, should be created to interpret the implication this ultimate rule had for 
legislation passed under its auspices. Kelsen courts share typical features. First, 
they deal only with constitutional issues and are not, in theory at least, appellate 
courts. By this is meant that a case fully decided in one court is not passed up to 
the constitutional court for a final answer, in which all the arguments are re-heard. 
second, they are not staffed by professional judges promoted up the hierarchy but 
by politically appointed, though legally qualified, people from other sectors. The 
judges are typically a mixture of academic lawyers and professional politicians 
with legal experience, though there is usually also a contingent who have come 
from, or been appointed by, the higher ordinary courts.24 The varied background 
of judges came from the idea that much more creativity and political nuance was 
going to be needed in judgements than could be expected from a continental-
style professional judiciary used to narrow interpretations of a code. Perhaps the 
most important difference from the Us model is the ways in which issues can 
come before a constitutional court. Under the Us system and those like it, consti-
tutional issues arise in the process of ordinary litigation, usually in the public law 
or criminal law domains, where one of the litigants is the state. Any of the inferior 
courts through which the case has risen can have, and probably will have, made its 
own judgement on the constitutionality of relevant law. The supreme Court is thus 
acting as a court of ultimate appeal. The “new” routes to constitutional adjudica-
tion vary a good deal between countries, but they include the following, not all of 
which will be found in all countries; nor is this list exhaustive. 

1. A reference from an ordinary court trying a case that appears to involve 
an issue of constitutional law. This is more nearly like the Us-style sys-
tems because the issues do arise in the process of ordinary litigation. The 
constitutional court, however, is limited to answering the constitutional 
question posed by the referring court, and does not actually decide the 
case. once the constitutional court has given its ruling, the original 
proceedings recommence with the constitutional law applied as now de-
fined by the original judge. This process is the one used by the european 
Union’s Court of Justice when questions of eU law interpretation are re-
ferred to it from a national court. 

23 His views on constitutional review are encapsulated in H Kelsen, “Judicial Review of Legislation: 
A Comparative study of the Austrian and the American Constitution,” 1942 4 Journal of Politics 2, 
183–200. The general theory of the Grundnorm is best described in H Kelsen, ἀe Pure ἀeory of Law 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967). 

24This sort of detail for most european countries is covered in C Guarnieri and P Pederzoli, ἀe 
Power of Judges: A Comparative Study of Courts and Democracy, oxford socio-Legal studies (oxford: 
oxford University Press, 2002). subsequent chapters deal with important structural aspects for the 
various countries studied. 

http:courts.24
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2. A direct request by a citizen to say whether or not a rule under which the 
citizen has suffered a purported infringement of rights, or the act of some 
state agent, is constitutionally valid. 

3. A reference from some state body or officer to give an a priori or abstract 
assessment of the constitutionality of a law, without there being any 
context of litigation or actual complaint. such referrers can be groups of 
legislators, prime ministers or presidents, governments of federal subor-
dinate units, public officers like an ombudsman, and various other actors 
who are deemed to have a special role in seeing that the constitution is 
observed. 

These arrangements make the process of constitutional review much more ob-
vious. The third route, that of a priori or abstract review, in particular makes it 
very clear that a power relationship exists between the legislative body and some 
other entity authorised to forbid the legislators to do what they wish to do. This is 
especially so because abstract review has frequently been a matter of high-profile 
political conflict. The most common pattern is for a parliamentary minority, hav-
ing lost the debate and vote in its legislative chamber, to refer the statute to the 
constitutional court as a last resort. so, for example, in France in the last twenty 
years it is often claimed that almost all important bills have been referred to the 
Conseil constitutionnel by the parliamentary minority. 

Constitutional Review and Political Science 

Political science has real problems with constitutional review, of which it is often 
deeply sceptical, even when, rarely, it bothers to notice the process at all.25 The 
scepticism and uncertainty displayed by political science probably stems in large 
part from the unavoidable reflexivity of the formal definition, combined with the 
usual political science categorisation of political institutions according to the clas-
sic separation-of-powers doctrine. How can a body be authorised by a document to 
measure the product of another equal ranking body set up by the same document 
against the document itself? The core problem is this: in the separation-of-powers 
model all three functions, the legislative, executive, and judicial, are the proper 

25 The political science literature on the United states is huge. The political science, as opposed to 
legal, literature on other courts is sparse, often amounting to one or two books and a handful of articles 
and chapters. i cite these where relevant in subsequent chapters. Modern comparative work is domi-
nated by the writings of one man, Alec stone sweet, and his collaborators. While we take very different 
positions on many matters, and particularly on France, i note and cite these works in subsequent chap-
ters. to a large extent we simply assess and evaluate the same phenomena differently, and are concerned 
with different questions. i have no doubt of his scholarship, or of the fact that, without his work, this 
subfield would hardly exist. i cite one of his most influential books, Governing with Judges: Constitu-
tional Politics in Europe (oxford: oxford University Press, 2000) at places in this chapter because he 
epitomises at its best the political science paradigm on constitutional review. i do not mean to use it as 
a stalking horse or straw man. to criticise it in detail would take too long and essentially be a waste of 
space in a book that has quite large enough a territory to cover. For what it matters, my critique emerges 
throughout. The bibliography attempts to cover all the other main comparative work. 
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provinces of independent and equal ranking entities: parliaments, governmental 
administrations, and courts. The only way constitutional review can be compassed 
within that trichotomy is by assuming that constitutional review of legislation is 
just like any other act of the judiciary. From this perspective constitutional review 
bodies, whether or not called courts, are just courts. But they are not really very 
much courts when serving in the constitutional review function. Furthermore, 
constitutional review bears only superficial similarity to judicial interpretation of 
legislation or common-law development. The differences are noted by the consti-
tuting courts themselves (a point discussed at great length later, especially in the 
chapter on Canada). 

ignoring both these caveats makes it easy to characterise a constitutional review 
body as acting “out of role.” Hence much political science and politicians’ rheto-
ric denounces the misbehaviour of constitutional “courts,” only because the crit-
ics make an inappropriate analogy. Theories are developed explaining that these 
bodies are something else—third chambers of legislatures, for example. statistical 
analyses are mounted to “explain” decisions on the premise that these “courts” are 
motivated not by “legal” factors but by “political values,” that they do not neutrally 
give “legal answers” but “make” policy. 

However valuable some of these analyses and analogies may be, they only work 
by assuming a tripartite division-of-power model. in other words, they do not ask 
the fundamental question posed here—just what is constitutional review? Political 
scientists should not be blamed too severely for this failure to take a sharp look at 
the very nature of judicial review. Those charged with the function—we can call 
them judges for convenience—have assiduously cultivated the myth that consti-
tutional review and ordinary judging are alike. to do otherwise would be to take 
a dangerous risk, given that constitutional review can easily seem illegitimate ac-
cording to theories of liberal democracy. 

Contributing to the misapprehension of judicial review is the impact of the 
United states supreme Court. Until very recently this was the only well-studied 
entity that carried out the constitutional review function. The supreme Court is 
a court of general appellate jurisdiction, which does constitutional review as well 
as handle other things. (The Canadian supreme Court and Australian High Court 
are even more fully general appellate courts. The nature of American federalism 
removes much of the nonconstitutional work on civil and criminal law from the 
federal courts.) Thus the Us supreme Court has had both a need to make its con-
stitutional review activities look like ordinary judging, and the possibility of doing 
so. At the same time there is sometimes a stark discrepancy between ordinary 
judging mandated by the supreme Court’s place in a division of powers, and its 
constitutional review function. This has encouraged political scientists and politi-
cians to see the latter as a stepping out of role, even, to use an evocative barbarism, 
as “mission creep.” The problem goes all the way back to the origin of the Us su-
preme Court’s jurisdiction. As any beginning student of Us constitutional history 
knows, the constitution does not, in any clear words, give the court the power of 
judicial review. The court recognized that it gave such power in the famous Mar-
bury v Madison case of 1803. it was argued then by Chief Justice Marshall, and the 
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argument has never been successfully countered, that the power to strike down a 
congressional statute that violated the constitution was necessarily implied by the 
constitution.26 But the full nature of what was implied was not articulated then 
and has not been since. Had it been spelled out in the constitution, the logical 
problem of reflexivity might still not have been noticed; there are plenty of mod-
ern constitutions that do explicitly grant constitutional review authority to con-
stitutional courts without facing up to the issue. Furthermore, there are several 
modern examples of courts deciding cases hailed by commentators as their local 
equivalents to Marbury that have come no nearer to discussing what exactly is the 
power found implicit in the constitutional order. The early cases decided by the 
european Court of Justice, especially Van Gend en Loos and Costa v ENELl27 still 
tend to shelter behind the analogy between “ordinary judging” and constitutional 
review. These modern examples—the French Conseil constitutionnel’s decision in 
197128 is another—have, however, been a good deal more controversial, though the 
controversy has revolved round the claim that courts in question have exceeded 
their authority. Little recognition has been given to what they are actually doing.29 

The strategy of simply denouncing these cases as “political” rather than “legal” has 
avoided the need to question the nature of constitutional review. The dominance 
of American constitutional review, both in actuality and in academic study, has 
not well prepared analysts to think about constitutional review as it appears at the 
beginning of the twenty-first century. not only is the supreme Court a common-
law court of general jurisdiction, unlike the important constitutional courts of 
continental europe, but its jurisprudence, that is, its dominant legal doctrines and 
intellectual methodology, is notably different from most of the review bodies that 
have recently become important. yet these latter have often been viewed through 
lenses adapted for looking at their American antecedent. 

of course decisions courts make pursuant to their constitutional review func-
tion are “political” rather than “purely legal,” and of course they involve “policy” 
arguments. so do a great many decisions falling into what i have called “ordinary 
judging.” it has been argued, for example, that an act of judging is political, or at 
least legislative, whenever precedents allow for more than one result in a case. 
Thus Rosenfeld, claiming that constitutional judges in a common-law country are 
more constrained than in a civil-law country, argues that 

26A good short coverage of the scholarly literature on Marbury is given in a review article on two 
recent books, J o’neil, “Marbury v Madison at 200: Revisionist scholarship and the Legitimacy of 
American Judicial Review,” 2002 Modern Law Review 792–802. 

27 Van Gend en Loos (Case 26/62) (1963) eCR 1; Costa v ENEL (Case 6/64) (1964) eCR 585. A good 
survey of eU law often from a political angle is given in P Craig and G De Búrca, eds., ἀe Evolution 
of EU Law (oxford: oxford University Press, 1999). The chapter by Martin shapiro on the european 
Court of Justice is one of the best general essays on comparative constitutional courts i am aware of. 

28 Associations Law, 71-44 DC (Conseil constitutionnel). 
29very occasionally a judge will throw some light on this question in nonbench writings. one of 

the more interesting is the Us appeals court judge and legal theorist Richard Posner: How Judges ἀink 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008). His views are not commonly supported by his brethren, 
however. 

http:doing.29
http:constitution.26
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Both civil law and common law adjudication thus involve a legal as well as a 
political component—where “legal” means the application of a pre-existing 
rule or standard and “political” means choosing one from among many 
plausible principles or policies for the purposes of settling a constitutional 
issue.30 

Rosenfeld’s comparative argument takes far more seriously than i do the real 
binding effect of precedent in common-law countries (and its absence in the civil-
law world). This point i have elsewhere argued at length as far as the United King-
dom is concerned.31 His position also implies that continental constitutional judges 
are much less concerned to follow their earlier decisions than in fact they are. This 
point is considered seriatim throughout the rest of this book. But certainly the 
idea of a necessary “political” element in all judging is only recently accepted. At 
one stage judges everywhere tried to deny this element, and judges in the code 
law world still tend to. But “policy” considerations are openly canvassed in much 
“ordinary” judicial debate, with appropriate self-warnings about not trespassing 
on the legislative function. The separation-of-powers categories have never been 
watertight, and the whole American idea of a healthy “check and balance” conflict 
between the separated powers is predicated on their not being watertight. There 
can easily be constitutional review decisions that are actually much nearer to be-
ing nonpolitical and policy neutral than many routine decisions made by courts in 
jurisdictions that allow no constitutional review process. 

on December 28, 2000, the French Conseil constitutionnel struck down as in-
compatible with the constitution the Finance Act for 2001.32 By any standards this 
decision must count as a major act of political power—yet the reasons the court 
presented were nearer to apolitical, value-neutral argument than much that goes 
on in the UK courts, and the United Kingdom does not have constitutional review. 
The French constitution specifies in detail what procedures parliament must use to 
pass certain types of legislation, especially financial legislation. The French parlia-
ment, as is its wont, had disregarded these rules. earlier that year parts of a law 
governing hunting, always a tender subject in France, had also been struck down 
on the ground of irregularities of parliamentary procedure.33 Both these decisions 
are full examples of constitutional review by a body that, perhaps more than any 
other, has been held to be a court functioning in a nonlegal manner: it has been 
accused of being some sort of legislative “Third Chamber,” and it experiences lit-
tle but hostility in the academic press. Compare these two cases with Phelps v 
London Borough of Hillingdon ,34 also from 2000, a case before the english House 
of Lords that had at that time not even the circumscribed review power given by 
the Human Rights Act of 1998.35 in Phelps the Law Lords made a massive change 

30 M Rosenfeld, “Constitutional Adjudication in europe and the United states: Paradoxes and Con-
trasts,” 2004 2 International Journal of Comparative Law 4, 633–68, at 637. 

31Robertson, Judicial Discretion, especially chapters 3 and 4. 
32 Loi
de
finances
pour
2001, 2000-442 DC (Conseil constitutionnel). 
33 Loi relative à la chasse, 2000-434 DC (Conseil constitutionnel). 
34 Phelps v London Borough of Hillingdon, 2 AC 619 [2001] (House of Lords). 
35 The act was passed in 1998 but did not take full effect for several years. 

http:procedure.33
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in the extent to which educational authorities, schools, even individual teachers 
could be liable for negligence in educating pupils. in so doing they overturned a 
major and fairly recent precedent that had firmly established the immunity of local 
government against such suits; the decision reversed an important series of deci-
sions from the Court of Appeal, and opened up local authority finance to possible 
extensive damage claims. in the most useful senses of the word it was a political 
decision; it was certainly not an inevitable legal conclusion. yet it was an “ordi-
nary” piece of common-law judging. ironically it could have been conducted as 
something close to constitutional judging, because there had shortly before been 
a ruling from the european Court of Human Rights on an appeal from english 
courts that many observers thought would determine Phelps. Lord slynn, who 
gave the leading opinion, went out of his way to insist that the eCHR case, Osman 
v UK ,36 had nothing to do with Phelps, and that his argument was based purely 
on english common law. Had it come up only a few moths later the Lords would 
have faced an argument under the Human Rights Act in which Osman might be 
thought to be binding. 

The point is that even though Phelps is political, expansive of state duties, and 
probably costly to the treasury, no one would suggest that it fell outside the usual 
separation of powers. The French cases, purely technical and virtually automatic, 
what lawyers have sometimes called “slot machine jurisprudence,” are irrefut-
ably examples of constitutional review. The UK parliament could reverse Phelps 
(though not Osman), but the French parliament had no choice but to obey Dé-
cision n° 2000-434 DC and Décision n° 2000-442 DC. The latter are exercises of 
hierarchical power under the constitution. That characteristic, though vital, is not 
all that separates ordinary judging and constitutional review. For there are real 
differences between constitutional review, on the one hand, however “innocent” 
some of its decisions are, and the interpretation and incremental development of 
statutory, code, or common-law rules by ordinary courts, however expansive. one 
of the best statements of this distinction comes from an english Law Lord who 
had been forced to interpret a constitution while sitting on the Privy Council. Lord 
Wilberforce insisted that a constitution was 

sui generis, calling for principles of interpretation of its own, suitable to its 
character, [and requires] . . . a generous interpretation avoiding what has 
been called “the austerity of tabulated legalism,” suitable to give individuals 
the full measure of the fundamental rights and freedoms referred to.37 

in the Canadian supreme Court, Wilberforce was quoted to make the point of 
how different constitutions are. 

of course the real difference between interpreting an ordinary law and a consti-
tution is irreversibility—a parliament can re-pass an ordinary statute if it does not 
like the way courts have interpreted it. But it takes a constitutional amendment to 

36 Osman v UK, 5 BHRC 293 (1998). 
37 Minister
of
Home
Affairs
v
Fisher, AC 319 [1980] (Privy Council) The case arose under the consti-

tution of Bermuda, which at that date used the Privy Council as its final appeal court. 
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undo a constitutional court’s interpretation based on that constitution, and such 
changes are hard to achieve politically. indeed some parts of some constitutions 
cannot be amended at all, so a country may be stuck for a very long time with 
a constitutional doctrine imposed by a court. The chapter on Germany demon-
strates one use its constitutional court has made of the irreversibility of part of the 
constitution. 

Constitutional review has developed in such a way as does not fit easily into the 
division-of-powers doctrine. There is a simple and fundamental reason why con-
stitutional review cannot be just seen as “political” ordinary judging from courts 
guilty of engaging in policymaking. The liberal-democratic constitutions of the 
second half of the twentieth century are, in some respects, notably different from 
the classic constitutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. if constitu-
tions differ, reviewing them will be a different process. Constitutional review at 
its most controversial and theoretically problematic occurs in two cases. The first, 
though relatively rarer, is where the review body strikes down a statute, or forbids 
executive action aimed at achieving something the reviewer says is forbidden by 
the rights component of the constitution. 

More common, but still controversial, and certainly more theoretically difficult 
to characterise, is a case in which a statute is struck down not because its overt aim 
is forbidden, but because it employs means that are seen as constitutionally imper-
missible. in this latter case some right is being infringed in pursuit of an otherwise 
acceptable end. The reasons this latter case is the most complex include the fact that 
as few rights are absolute, the reviewing body is forced to decide just how much 
of a right can acceptably be trampled on to gain the statute’s aim; the court has to 
weigh and balance goods, rather than protect goods from evil. (This is the domain 
of chapter 7, on rights limitations.) Perhaps the most intensely troublesome situa-
tion is where the right affected by an otherwise acceptable statute is the right not 
to suffer discrimination or unequal treatment. if i had to select one problem that 
raises all that is theoretically difficult and politically controversial in constitutional 
review, it would be this one—measuring the degree and type of discrimination 
acceptable in furtherance of a goal. This issue comes at the intersection of the 
logical structure of legislation and a fundamental social fact of modern life. The 
point about logical structure is simple—nearly all policy requires discrimination. 
The social fact is that nondiscrimination is possibly the most widely shared and 
passionately held value in modern secular societies, because, as already suggested, 
liberal democracy is also, and crucially, egalitarian. 

Much of the contrast in the literature between political and policy-oriented 
adjudication, on the one hand, and purely legal adjudication, on the other, does 
not work very well. it is not that judges sometimes make politically motivated de-
cisions, or that they sometimes consider policy matters. Most decisions are prob-
ably politically motivated in some sense or other, and policy considerations crop 
up in the law everywhere and are often inevitable.38 it is necessary to look very 
carefully at the different ways in which a piece of constitutional adjudication may 

38 J Bell, Policy Arguments in Judicial Decisions (oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983). 

http:inevitable.38
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be called “political.” in the Australian bank case personal laisser-faire ideology 
almost certainly explains why a terribly vague constitutional provision came to 
be interpreted the way it was (and possibly why the human rights articles in the 
Australian constitution have not been developed very far).39 A purist could con-
tinue to believe that the decision was improper and politically motivated, and that 
there could have been, in some abstruse way, a purely “legal” interpretation of 
Article 92. such a view would get its credibility from the fact that it is fairly easy to 
demonstrate that the Australian Constitutional Convention did mean the clause 
to be about free trade, but for political reasons underdefined it.40 This alternative 
decision only seems to be a neutral “legal” solution because the choice of judicial 
methodology is itself a value choice. some argue, of course, that one choice, that 
of sticking strictly to the language of the text, constitutional or statutory, does al-
low for “neutrality.” This position is most commonly found amongst judicial con-
servatives in the United states. Most scholars would, however, agree that such a 
“textualist” position is no more neutral, if indeed it is possible, than any other.41 it 
is entirely proper for a constitutional judge to make such a decision, but the idea 
that it is neutral is false. Methodologies may not inevitably tend to favour one set 
of policies over another, though that is likely, but to choose one way of interpret-
ing a constitution over another is to opt for one constitutional design rather than 
another. one might make a distinction between choosing a judicial methodology 
just to get a certain end, and choosing it for its own sake. in the former case there 
is a double value choice, in the latter a single one, but both are judicial impositions 
of values on the state. 

in the end, the most important reason constitutional adjudication is different 
from ordinary judging lies not in the fact that political factors are involved, but in 
the fact that it is the job of constitutional adjudication to choose and impose val-
ues. The chapters on Germany and south Africa bring out this aspect of a court’s 
role most clearly, but it is a view no constitutional court can really avoid, however 
quiet it may be about its actions. of course judges make choices all the time when 
interpreting statutes, but there is a huge difference between the narrow and specific 
sense of value choice in deciding what a phrase in a statute means, constrained as 
this decision is by countless rules of statutory construction, and the much broader 
choice of major social value involved in constitutional interpretation. 

As to political motivations for decisions, these can be teased out at times. one 
might guess that Mr. Justice Mctiernan, who dissented on Article 92, was in fa-
vour of nationalisation (he was a former Labour Party MP), and was therefore mo-
tivated to make a different interpretation of the interstate trade clause. in contrast, 
none of the councillors in the French hunting case could be accused of choosing 
to rule that the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man, and its protection of pri-

39Galligan, Politics of High Court. 
40 M Coper, Freedom of Interstate Trade under the Australian Constitution (sydney: Butterworths, 

1983). 
41see the many discussions of the issue in modern American legal scholarship, well summarised in 

K Roosevelt, ἀe Myth of Judicial Activism: Making Sense of Supreme Court Decisions (new Haven: yale 
University Press, 2005). 
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vate property, applied to the law, because that had been established as early as the 
mid-1980s; the view that the Declaration’s property protection clause applied to 
modern French legislation was, as lawyers say, a res adjudicata. But this would not 
rule out the choice to find the restriction on private property was excessive simply 
because a councillor liked hunting. Any such analysis goes to exploring individual 
motivations, and much of the political science approach to constitutional review 
is concerned precisely with such motives. This is a perfectly respectable academic 
endeavour, though neither strikingly successful nor addressed to the fundamental 
questions that concern me here. For various reasons that will become apparent 
as the book proceeds, seeking private motivations tends to direct attention away 
from something i regard as crucial—the study of the role of judicial argument, 
methodology, and logic. This investigation requires, and this book unashamedly 
relies on, actually reading cases rather than looking at judicial votes alone. i seek a 
general characterisation of what function constitutional review has come to play, 
and how it works, rather than an account of individual motivations. in the same 
way that one can study the nature and function of parliaments and leave aside the 
public and private motivations of parliamentarians, i seek to study constitutional 
courts. 

A note on My Approach 

it is hard to locate my approach within the schools of political science. i regard it as 
falling within the general approach known as “new institutionalism.” More specifi-
cally, i adhere to the subgroup of those sometimes called “value” institutionalists. 
That is, i think that a political actor is usually best studied as a role incumbent, 
subject to what has aptly been called “a logic of appropriateness.” i cannot put this 
position better than in the words of the leaders of the new institutionalist move-
ment, James March and Johan olsen: 

The simple behavioral proposition is that, most of the time humans take 
reasoned action by trying to answer three elementary questions: What kind 
of a situation is this? What kind of a person am i? What does a person such 
as i do in a situation such as this?42 

This means that i regard judicial self-perception as crucial: on the whole, judges 
try to be good judges, or, at least, constitutional judges try to do the job of creating 
constitutional jurisprudence according to their understanding of their role. The 
best way to see what this means is to read the reflections of a thoughtful judge. The 
most powerful i know in this field is a book by Aharon Barak, a recently retired 
president of the supreme Court of israel.43 His account of how he has thought 
through the process of being a constitutional judge is not only illuminating in 

42JG March and JP olsen, “The Logic of Appropriateness,” in M Moran, M Rein, and Re Goodin, 
eds., Oxford Handbook of Public Policy (oxford: oxford University Press, 2006). 

43A Barak, ἀe Judge in a Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006). it should be 
said that i came across this book belatedly. Had i read it earlier it would be more often cited in my own 
analysis. 

http:israel.43
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its own right, but strong support for the thesis that a “logic of appropriateness” 
governs judicial behaviour to a great extent. Throughout my own book i refer 
to articles and speeches by constitutional judges for enlightenment about their 
perceptions of their role. (Barak’s ideas form part of my concluding argument in 
chapter 8.) 

This book is rather different from most work by political scientists on courts, 
not because i think other work wrongly conceived, but because i am much more 
concerned with judicial argument, which i take to be the core of judges’ activity, 
and central to understanding the role courts play in complex societies. But i owe 
it to the reader to describe the more usual work, even if i leave it largely to oth-
ers to decide whether my approach is compatible with such work, and if it is not 
compatible, which approach should be preferred. My method is to take judicial 
argument seriously as one of the major, if not the sole, determinant of the deci-
sions courts make. i prefer my approach because it simply seems beyond credibil-
ity that so many thousands of professionally socialized and able men and women 
should be lying or deluding themselves in their arguments. They just cannot all, 
or even many of them, be like that. one thing seldom recognized is this: even if 
judges were bent on forcing into decisions their own ideological views, these are 
views honed by decades of professional legal “formation.” Legal and constitutional 
values inevitably take a high priority for such people, even as political actors. in 
a previous book of mine i recount the way english Law Lords talk in terms of 
“not cheating,” of being intellectually honest. one of those i interviewed said, in 
all seriousness, that in his entire career he had only come across one judge who 
personally believed in the legal realist model. it is an old dictum that “politicians 
bargain, judges argue.” of course judges bargain with each other to get majorities 
on multimember courts—but the currency they trade in is itself argument. How-
ever, my views of what judges are up to are not shared by most of the (very small) 
part of the political science profession that studies courts. 

The first characteristic of most political science research on courts is that it is 
American. it is either written by Americans (about American courts—the largest 
single category by a long way—or about other courts) or, less common, written by 
non-Americans about other courts but in a way heavily influenced by American 
paradigms.44 The opening sentence of a recent study of courts outside the United 
states highlights the dominance of scholarship on the American supreme Court. 

two decades ago, Martin shapiro urged public law scholars to expand their 
horizons and begin studying “any public law other than constitutional law, 
any court other than the supreme Court, any public lawmaker other than 
the judge, and any country other than the United states.45 

44 A fuller presentation on modern political science approaches to the courts is given in “Appeal 
Courts,” my contribution to P Cane and B Kritzer, eds., ἀe Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Re-
search (oxford: oxford University Press, forthcoming 2010). 

45 t Ginsburg and t Moustafa, eds., Rule by Law: ἀe Politics of Courts in Authoritarian Regimes 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 1. 

http:states.45
http:paradigms.44
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in itself the prevailing scholarly orientation is a neutral fact, and it is easily expli-
cable. Americans have lived for more than two centuries under a supreme Court 
that no one has ever been able to claim was not a political institution. in the most 
obvious senses the courts of other countries have not seemed so much a part of 
the political system except in the last few decades (leaving aside the traditional 
sense of common-law courts making the law in the days before statutes became 
so extensive and important). Given that American political science has been the 
technical leader in the academic world of the discipline, and that it was attuned 
to courts, and that there are so many American political scientists, it was perhaps 
inevitable that studies of courts would end up being dominated by Us paradigms 
and assumptions. 

What are the assumptions? The first is that judges are primarily policy-oriented 
political actors in very much the same way that congressmen are; they vote for 
their preferred policy outcomes, constrained loosely by purely “legal” matters of 
doctrine and procedure. At the level of individual judges, therefore, the main ef-
forts have been addressed to demonstrating this policy preference voting, charac-
terizing it and measuring it. At the level of courts as institutions, this approach has 
led also to the study of what might be called judicial coalition making, an account 
of how individual judicial policy preferences lead to group decisions. 

The second main assumption, which follows in part from the first, is that courts 
themselves as institutions are not different in important ways from other institu-
tions in the policymaking world, be they congressional committees or bureaucratic 
offices. Courts are assumed to have and pursue collective interests in wielding in-
fluence and protecting their status and power. This assumption leads to studies of 
court decisions in terms of the court’s strategic concerns. it is interesting to note 
that this approach has been highly influential in the literature on one court that 
has largely been written about by non-American political scientists, the european 
Court of Justice. Because the eCJ has inevitably been so influential in developing 
the european Union as a power, and in creating the legal framework within which 
it works, its political nature can hardly be denied. it does not follow, though, and 
it cannot be said to have been proved, that the decisions of the eCJ follow political 
imperatives other than those that derive from the court’s conception of the nature 
and meaning of the relevant treaties. This is not cavilling—if the eCJ develops its 
jurisprudence because of such an understanding, it has severe restrictions on what 
it can do, even if only those set by itself. These argumentative restrictions and im-
peratives are the stuff of judicial argument, and of my book. 

A further area of research has stemmed from these joint assumptions, the need 
to explain why, to what extent, and under what conditions the other actors in the 
political system will tolerate the policy role of courts. This question takes par-
ticular resonance in the American literature because it touches closely on a long-
running normative concern of theorists of democracy, again especially those with 
a characteristic American conception of democracy. This is the problem of the 
legitimacy of courts as policymakers seen against a relatively simple conception of 
democracy as the rule of majority preferences, at least as articulated by democrati-
cally elected legislators. indeed the most usual phrase for this is that politically 
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influential courts are “counter-majoritarian” institutions. An American researcher 
is likely to find it problematic that the rest of the political system has put up with 
what can be seen as illegitimate power, a theme running through much of the work 
in what has come to be known as the study of “American political development.” 
The same sense of puzzlement is transferred to other countries. or the assumption 
is that courts will always try to act in this way, and the research question becomes 
how and when they can get away with it. An otherwise sensible extension of politi-
cal science to the study of courts in authoritarian countries increases the tendency 
to think that courts are tolerated only to the extent that they are useful to other 
political institutions.46 An alternative interpretation is that if even authoritarian 
rulers have to tolerate courts a little, democratic leaders may have no option about 
tolerating them. 

The early literature on judicial behaviour was addressed to the first question— 
can it be shown that judges are policy-seeking actors? originally, American politi-
cal science studies of the supreme Court were as much “doctrinal” and normative 
as were legal studies. As was the case in europe, many political science depart-
ments began inside law schools—but they escaped their parents much earlier, and 
perhaps more completely, than was the case elsewhere. in any case in America the 
lawyers themselves, and not only academic lawyers, came to take a more scepti-
cal stance towards the courts with the rise of legal realism in the early twentieth 
century, making it highly likely that political scientists could fail to treat the courts 
simply as political institutions not radically different from Congress, the presi-
dency, or any other part of the political system. Authors like Karl Llewellyn, Felix 
Cohen, and Jerome Frank made assumptions about judges being result oriented 
and about rules and doctrine being “constructed” post hoc to reach results, as-
sumptions of the sort that have since become common in political science. Books 
like Frank’s Law and the Modern Mind “de-mystified” judicial argument; “rule 
scepticism” was almost an invitation to a certain social science model of judicial 
behaviour.47 

This model is based on certain assumptions, not always well articulated: that 
judges are free to decide cases any way they wish; that they use this freedom to 
try to further their own ideological or policy preferences; that as a collectivity, 
courts are focused on maximizing their own power in conflict with other insti-
tutions in their political system; and (though this is not always assumed) that 
judges vote “strategically” according to the political context and in the light of 
these aims. What nearly all political science approaches reject is what they some-
times describe as “slot machine jurisprudence,” the idea that a judge’s job is, and 
a judge thinks his or her job is, merely to give a technical legally correct answer 
to a legal question of the sort the judge is technically trained to do. some studies, 
for example, aim at demonstrating that a core aspect of the judicial craft, identify-

46 see t Ginsburg, Judicial Review in New Democracies: Constitutional Courts in Asian Cases (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003); Ginsburg and Moustafa, Rule by Law. 

47J Frank, Law and the Modern Mind (new york: Brentano, 1930). 

http:behaviour.47
http:institutions.46
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ing and applying precedents, does not account for judicial decisions.48 segal and 
spaeth, who carried out the first study purporting to show that precedent does 
not constrain judges, are leaders in one of the dominant American schools, us-
ing what is usually called the “attitudinal” model.49 even those who support the 
model for American courts are beginning to have doubts about its transferability 
to other countries, even one as ideologically and legally similar as Canada.50 no 
one, to my knowledge, has ever convincingly applied such an attitudinal model 
to, for example, a european court, though in the early days some less than power-
ful analyses were carried out on Australia. not all American political scientists, 
even those given to seeing judges as policy dominated, deny the importance of 
their role perceptions; important work of a considerably more nuanced nature 
was done as early as the 1970s and 1980s.51 it is still the case that virtually no atten-
tion is paid to, nor credibility given to the importance of, the detailed arguments 
judges make to each other (other than in legal journals, of course). since the ad-
vent of rational choice scholarship, in much of political science the focus has been 
on what is most usually called the “strategic model.”52 These studies still regard 
judges as free of anything like “legal” constraints, and still see them as in pursuit 
of their own policy goals, either as individuals or as collective actors. scholars 
seek to understand courts as operating in complex political environments of other 
goal-directed rational actors such as legislatures, and their work can be subtle. 
Courts, in their eyes, do as much as they can get away with, but will at times make 
decisions to please or placate other actors so as to retain their power. This model 
has been applied outside the United states, perhaps best on the european Court of 
Justice.53 in America something like this approach has been enthusiastically taken 
up by scholars working on “American political development.” one of the questions 
they are concerned with, and echoed elsewhere in the political science fraternity, 

48 JA segal and HJ spaeth, “The influence of stare Decisis on the votes of United states supreme 
Court Justices,” 1996 40 American Journal of Political Science 4, 971–1003. This, however, is severely 
criticized, even within the Us public law fraternity, as in s Brenner and M stier, “Retesting segal and 
spaeth’s stare Decisis Model,” 1996 40 American Journal of Political Science 4, 1036–48. 

49The best study i am aware of comparing precedent usage in Us and UK courts does suggest that 
both systems take them seriously, but that the Law Lords are more deferential to legal authority: RP 
Caldarone, “Precedent in operation: A Comparison of the Judicial House of Lords and the Us su-
preme Court,” 2004 Public Law 759–87. 

50 Me Wetstein, CL ostberg, DR songer, and sW Johnson, “ideological Consistency and Attitudinal 
Conflict: A Comparative Analysis of the U.s. and Canadian supreme Courts,” 2009 42 Comparative 
Political Studies 6, 763–92. 

51JL Gibson, “Judges’ Role orientations, Attitudes, and Decisions: An interactive Model,” 1978 72 
American Political Science Review 3, 911–24; HM scheb, tD Ungs, and AL Hayes, “Judicial Role orien-
tation, Attitudes and Decision Making: A Research note,” 1989 42 Political Research Quarterly 427–35; 
L Baum, “What Judges Want: Judge’s Goals and Judicial Behaviour,” 1994 47 Political Research Quar-
terly 3, 749–68. 

52This approach is not entirely new, of course—the seminal article was probably Robert Dahl’s in 
1957, discussed in L epstein, J Knight, and AD Martin, “The supreme Court as a strategic national 
Policy Maker,” 2001 50 Emory Law Journal 583–611. 

53A good example is G Garrett, RD Kelemen, and R schulz, “The european Court of Justice, na-
tional Governments, and Legal integration in the european Union,” 1998 52 International Organiza-
tion 1, 149–76. 

http:Justice.53
http:1980s.51
http:Canada.50
http:model.49
http:decisions.48
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is how courts “get away with it,” why politicians put up with reversal from the 
courts. As noted above, this is not a question felt with the same urgency outside 
the United states, probably because europeans assume their politicians believe 
in the constitution as much as their judges. As has been said of democracy in the 
transition countries, but as is equally true elsewhere in europe, “Democracy is the 
only game in town.” And to a european, obeying a court is a democratic rule. But 
also, of course, non-American courts are much less obviously political actors, and 
much more cautious ones. Without doubt judges outside America take care not to 
flout clearly popular governments. Fiat justitia ruat caelum , “Let justice be done 
though the heavens fall,” is nowhere an absolute in the judicial mind. even deci-
sions concerning quite ordinary pieces of legislation, interpreted by courts without 
the power of judicial review, are replete with judicial reminders to themselves not 
to trespass too far into overtly political domains.54 nonetheless, courts may gain 
self-confidence because they do not think of themselves as political actors in the 
same sense as, for example, elected politicians. How otherwise could the following 
judicial statement be relatively orthodox? 

The proper constitutional relationship between the courts and executive 
government is that the courts will respect all acts of the executive within its 
lawful province, and the executive will respect all decisions of the courts as 
to what that province is.55 

And this from a case where the home secretary himself was held in contempt of 
court? The real problem with the idea of strategic decisions is that it is difficult 
to see that any particular case has been decided strategically. one can frequently 
come up with a plausible post hoc account of why a decision could have been stra-
tegic, whatever the judges claimed as their reasoning. Dolphin Deliveries in Can-
ada was an early Charter case in which the supreme Court declined to broaden 
its own power.56 This decision might have been out of fear the government would 
oppose such an extension. That is not the reason the judges gave, which involved 
a traditionally limited theory of constitutional review. Why should political sci-
entists privilege their own guess about motivation over the court’s account? such 
problems are well demonstrated in the more thoughtful work of the American 
political development scholars, as in Mark Graber’s assessment of the Us supreme 
Court in the Civil War period.57 

This book, however, stands apart from this tradition because it takes the ex-
istential position that if so many judges worldwide spend so much time arguing 

54 see, for example, the way Lord Millet cautions his colleagues to be careful of pushing the govern-
ment too far in R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, Ex parte Fire Brigades Union, 2 AC 513 
[1995] (House of Lords). 

55 nolan in M
v
Home
Office, QB 270 [1992] (Court of Appeal). 
56 Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union v Dolphin Delivery Ltd, 2 sCR 573 (1986) (Canadian 

supreme Court). 
57M Graber, “Legal, strategic, or Legal strategy: Deciding to Decide during the Civil War and Re-

construction,” in R Kahn and Ki Kersch, eds., ἀ e Supreme Court and American Political Development 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2006). 

http:period.57
http:power.56
http:domains.54
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with each other, and act as though these arguments matter to them, they ought to 
be taken at face value. if i am simply wrong, then i can only say, along with Leon-
ard Cohen, “your vision is right, my vision is wrong / i’m sorry for smudging the 
air with my song.”58 

it is worth speculating a little on why the American model is so different from 
ones that apply elsewhere, because later in this book i do analyze some Us opin-
ions side by side with similar opinions from other jurisdictions. A host of factors 
in American political and legal practice and culture might account for American 
judges being more openly “political” in their behaviour, or indeed being forced 
into more obviously ideological decision-making. Political science models may 
more effectively apply to American than to non-American courts simply because 
those models are assessing a different reality. Therefore, they should be exported 
with care. Practitioners of the attitudinal model are sometimes prepared to say 
that their models may need to be more complex to deal with “courts that are not as 
ideologically polarized as the Us supreme Court.” 

indeed, our approach calls for a much greater degree of skepticism on the 
part of researchers and for a much greater degree of testing unidimensional 
assumptions in other cultural, legal, and political settings. if our Canadian 
findings from the high court illustrate a broader indictment of the unidimen-
sional hypothesis, then comparative legislative, executive, and bureaucratic 
scholars, in addition to public law researchers, may find a much higher level 
of ideological complexity in the decisions of non-U.s. policymakers.59 

While this is undoubtedly true, it might also be the case that the motivational 
and role conception differences are so great that even a common dimensionality 
would not make Us-inspired models fit. some of the possible factors that distin-
guish American from non-American courts are quite subtle, and could only be 
teased out with serious research. one good candidate is differences in professional 
socialization of lawyers all the way from law school to life as a partner in a Us-
style law firm. Another is both the extent and nature of political input into judicial 
selection. 

A really obvious candidate to explain differences in judicial decision-making, 
however, is curiously understudied, seldom even commented on, and might be 
crucial even if there are no cultural, institutional, and practical differences be-
tween courts. The Us constitution is unlike most of those interpreted by the con-
stitutional courts studied in this book. Above all, it is shorter—the Bill of Rights 
runs to only 485 words. interestingly, the all-important Fourteenth Amendment is 
almost as long at 437, reflecting perhaps a greater understanding of the problems 
of constitution writing in 1868 than in 1791. overall, fewer than 1,000 words—the 
Bill of Rights plus the Fourteenth Amendment—provide the material on which 
a huge number of major constitutional cases hang. The Canadian Charter, itself 
a relatively nonverbose document, is more than two and a half times as long. it 

58 Leonard Cohen, “A singer Must Die,” from the album New Skin for the Old Ceremony.  
59Wetstein et al., “ideological Consistency,” 786. 

http:policymakers.59
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is the language of the Us Bill of Rights as much as its terseness that may cause 
problems because, as i argue in a later chapter, it is absolutist in its depiction of 
rights, while modern constitutions accept the inevitability of limitations on rights. 
Us judges therefore have to interpret a much more opaque and much older, pre-
industrial, document. This certainly allows, and maybe requires, far more judicial 
creativity, and therefore allows, and may require, more intrusion of private judicial 
ideology. 

ἀe Nature of Modern Review 

The nature of many modern constitutions, and the view their appointed review 
bodies take of their role, sometimes differs from the classic model in a further 
respect. Jurists in older courts have tended to express a modest notion of their job, 
and of the reach of constitutional rights. Rights are seen as a largely unconnected 
set of specific limitations that have to be applied seriatim to legislation when it is 
very clearly in breach of them. There is little or no sense, however, of the rights as 
instantiations of a broader ideology that it is the court’s duty to develop. typically 
such courts do not try to create a hierarchy of the rights, and may even be opposed 
to such a consideration. Where a case involves a clash of rights, they are prone to 
see no conflict, or to “balance” the rival claims in a pragmatic way that does not 
involve reference to an overall moral vision. Another way of saying much the same 
thing is that older courts seldom refer to the reason a right is protected—rights are 
taken as black-and-white restrictions on government, not as aspects of an articu-
lated “good life.” An example of this predilection is the difference in development 
of “free speech” rights in continental european jurisdictions compared with the 
United states and Australia.60 Freedom of speech is well protected in the latter 
as a necessary aspect of competitive democracy. in the former, speech is equally 
well protected, but much more as a right involved in human self-development and 
personal dignity. 

There is little sense, with the older courts, of the constitution as embodying 
values for the whole of society. individual rules are strictly brought to bear on 
governments, or governments are excused obedience because of pressing national 
policy requirements. never, though, are the constitutional values allowed to per-
meate legal relations between other legal actors. yet one of the most pressing issues 
in many courts is the question of “horizontal effect”—the extent to which a con-
stitution, if it forbids the government to do something, ought to also protect the 
individual from similar depredations by other private actors. While the German 
constitutional court since its earliest cases has talked about the “radiating effect” 
of constitutional values throughout society, the Us supreme Court still insists that 
the Bill of Rights applies only to federal and state governments, even in areas like 

60 i take up the Australian doctrine on speech rights again in the last chapter, with special reference 
to the most recent case, Coleman v Power , 220 CLR 1 (2004) (Australian High Court), where the whole 
question of the ideological justification for the right is hotly contested on the bench. 

http:Australia.60
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racial discrimination.61 Again, the Us supreme Court has upheld a state law for-
bidding the religious use of drugs to members of the native American Church on 
the grounds that a “religious exception” for such drug users is held by the state in 
question to be impossible to organise while admitting that several other states do 
allow precisely such an exception.62 The German court, also working in a federal 
system, would never allow such diversity because its decision, whatever it might 
be, would be seen as drawing out the implications for the whole society of the 
complex of religious freedom rights in the constitution. 

Almost every decision of the south African Constitutional Court is backed by 
an explication in terms of its mission in helping to build a new nonracist, nonsex-
ist moral consensus in the society.63 The French Conseil constitutionnel regularly 
refers to itself as developing “French Republican Principles” and building a “bloc 
de constitutionnalité.”64 Most of the courts in the former soviet bloc are self-con-
scious about their role in creating a new rule of law that, again, must permeate 
society.65 The post-Franco spanish constitutional court, in a more muted way, talks 
about its role in the development of a democratic culture. even the Canadian su-
preme Court has begun to see itself as enunciating the values of the Charter rather 
than merely applying its rules as neutrally as possible.66 

The actual texts of the respective constitutions facilitate this new approach, but 
hardly force the judges to adopt it; much depends on the interaction between the 
new groups of judges and the new contexts. Both the texts and the judicial will are 
necessary, and together they are sufficient to produce a form of constitutional re-
view that is the focus of this book. The older courts and the older constitutions are 
not as innocent of this form of constitutional review as the description here might 
imply—but to the extent that a similar function is performed, it is less obvious.67 

The lack of obviousness has contributed to political scientists feeling comfortable 
treating constitutional review as fully within the judicial function of the classic 
division of powers. 

61Bs Markesinis, Always on the Same Path: Essays on Foreign Law and Comparative Methodology 
(oxford: Hart 2001), chapters 7 and 8 for the German ideas. More generally, M tushnet, “The issue of 
state Action / Horizontal effect in Comparative Constitutional Law,” 2003 1 International Journal of 
Constitutional Law 1, 79–98. 

62 Employment Div., Dept. of Human Resources of Oregon v Smith, 494 Us 872 (1990) (Us supreme 
Court). But compare: Garreth Anver Prince v ἀe President of the Law Society of the Cape of Good Hope, 
2002 (2) sA 794 (south African Constitutional Court). 

63M Chanock, “A Post-Calvinist Catechism or a Post-Communist Manifesto? intersecting narra-
tives in the south African Bill of Rights Debate,” in P Alston, ed., Promoting Human Rights through Bills 
of Rights (oxford: oxford University Press, 1999), gives a good account of the surrounding ideology. A 
better sense of what i mean can be found by reading one of the early cases, for example, Garreth Anver 
Prince. 

64 J Bell, French Constitutional Law (oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). 
65D Robertson, Democratic Transitions and a Common Constitutional Law for Europe (oxford: eu-

ropaeum, 2001). 
66 P Beyer, “Constitutional Privilege and Constituting Pluralism: Religious Freedom in national, 

Global, and Legal Context,” 2003 42 Journal
for
the
Scientific
Study
of
Religion
3, 333–39. 
67see, for example, the perceptive account of all the functions the Us supreme Court carries out in 

P Bobbitt, Constitutional Interpretation (oxford: Blackwell, 1991). 
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it is not modernity itself that has led to constitutional courts being willing and 
able to take up what can look like a wholly new function in society. More likely, 
constitutional and political change is the driver—above all transition from some 
form of autocracy to liberal democracy. it cannot be accidental that all of the coun-
tries mentioned above where constitutional courts see themselves as developing 
a culture of democracy are creatures of political change, though not always rapid 
and extreme. With most of the examples the transition is obvious, starting with the 
most influential of all such courts, the German Federal Constitutional Court, set 
up in the aftermath of the nazi regime and the 1945 defeat. others may seem less 
obvious; is the French Conseil constitutionnel the beneficiary of regime change? 
Can the Canadian supreme Court be seen in this light? i would argue that the 
answer is yes, in both cases. The French Conseil constitutionnel is part of the Fifth 
Republic constitution, which was revolutionary in French republican history. That 
republic took more than a decade to become established, during which it was de-
pendent on de Gaulle’s leadership. Throughout that period the Conseil acted as 
the constitution’s drafters intended—it kept parliament under check vis-à-vis the 
executive, and was otherwise passive. it began to be active in 1971 shortly after de 
Gaulle’s demise, and thrust itself into French politics forcefully after a constitu-
tional amendment in 1974 opened access to it to all parliamentarians. The whole 
period from the beginning of the Fifth Republic constitution for perhaps twenty 
years was a lengthy but major adaptation of French politics in a way never be-
fore experienced. it is hardly surprising that the historically unprecedented idea 
of allowing constitutional review of legislation should get out of the control of the 
drafters and become a new force in politics as part of this transition. 

The argument on the Canadian case is weaker, but still real. Canada “repatri-
ated” its constitution in a time of stress and near breakup; the Charter was without 
doubt a dramatic break from an english-style history of parliamentary supremacy. 
(indeed, sixteen years after the Charter came into force, the Canadian supreme 
Court had to rule on the legality of a possible secession by Quebec.)68 it could have 
amounted to very little, but the combination of demand from diverse publics and 
eagerness on the part of the judiciary presented the opportunity for the growth 
of serious constitutional review of this new form in an uneasy society. There can 
be little doubt that merely introducing a form of legislative review absent a fully 
fledged national creation of a new constitution would have had much less impact. 
Canada already had a nonenforceable bill of rights; had the whole constitution 
not been re-created in the name of the national sovereignty of a disunited na-
tion, the Charter itself might have been no more important than the new Zea-
land or United Kingdom’s Human Rights Acts.69 it is hardly surprising that some 
form of national remaking seems to have been crucial in the launching of serious 
constitutional review. After all, the Us constitution and its supreme Court were 

68 Reference re Secession of Quebec, 2 sCR 217 (1998) (Canadian supreme Court). 
69For a comparison of the new Zealand and UK experience of their Human Rights acts, which 

concludes that in new Zealand the judges have been far from activist, see P Butler, “Human Rights 
and Parliamentary sovereignty in new Zealand,” 2004 35 Victoria University Wellington Law Review 
341–67. 
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themselves the product of a revolution. The classic eighteenth-century individual-
ist liberalism that court helped entrench into American political culture was in 
its day as radical as anything a modern constitutional review body is doing in 
the twenty-first century. it is largely because the basic principles of that ideology 
are now so completely accepted in the United states that it is easy not to see the 
supreme Court as anything but a routine practitioner of the judicial branch of the 
state. in fact it is precisely where that ideology still finds opposition in parts of 
the society that the Us court most obviously carries out constitutional review in a 
full-blooded way—as for example where state-religion connections, or religiously 
loaded issues like abortion, arise. it is pertinent that the impact of the Canadian 
Charter has been criticised by some precisely for importing an American “rights 
culture” into a “communal” society.70 

transition status alone will not bring about the development of serious consti-
tutional review. if it did, then the italian Constitutional Court should have been as 
effective as the German court, for they were created at roughly the same time in 
very similar historical contexts. i referred earlier to judicial willpower; not a good 
phrase, but it connotes a desire and intention to pick up the burdens of constitu-
tional review that may be missing for many reasons. The most common reason for 
review courts not to be eager to impose constitutional values is that the members 
may have much in common with sectors of society well entrenched in legislatures 
and executives—they may, that is, not strongly share the ideology that the consti-
tution, or part of it, encodes. to some extent the italian Constitutional Court in 
its earlier days shared with all other italian political institutions one characteris-
tic—domination by the Christian Democrats, whose interests were not well rep-
resented in either the structural or the “rights” aspects of the constitution despite 
their ability to dominate the actual politics carried out under it.71 it is a measure of 
how that court has changed its orientation that its main political enemies are now 
on the right. 

Again this fate of being staffed with people who shared the dominant values 
of those in control of both the executive and legislative powers befell the French 
Conseil constitutionnel in its first decade and a half. There was no reason why the 
Conseil could not have “discovered” the sources of constitutional doctrine it began 
to use so effectively from 1971 at any earlier date after 1958. As the political Right in 
France began to fragment after de Gaulle left power, and as regular replacements of 
councillors took effect, the Conseil was much readier in the early 1970s to take on 
a constitutional review role. in contrast one of the reasons some of the Central and 
eastern european courts leapt immediately into quite passionate value enforce-
ment through constitutional review was the fact that many of the first generation 
of judges had been members of the constitutional creation movements and were 
already eager exponents of the values they had fought for in these earlier arenas. 

70see, for one example of a common complaint, WA Bogart, Courts and Country: ἀe Limits of 
Litigation and Social and Political Life of Canada (toronto: oxford University Press, 1994). 

71see ML volcansek, Constitutional Politics in Italy (London: Macmillan, 2000). A comparative ap-
proach is given in A stone sweet, “Constitutional Courts and Parliamentary Democracy,” 2002 25 West 
European Politics 1, 77–100. 
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Part of the French story has to do with the paucity of chances the early Conseil 
had to be effective, as it has been in italy. one of the greatest concerns for the ex-
ponents of constitutional review in eastern europe was a fear that the institutional 
mechanisms inherited from the past, together with the attitudes of members of the 
judicial ancien régime would similarly starve the new courts of subject matter. ef-
fects like this, including institutional restrictions on the review bodies, are a matter 
of detail—though crucially important detail—and must be left for later exposition. 
it should be clear, though, that effective constitutional review is no mere matter of 
a rich constitutional text and an eager court being combined. 

Technical Aspects of Judicial Review 

What constitutional review is cannot properly be described without some descrip-
tion of how it is done. The courts work on texts—initially the constitution itself and 
other sources identified by the constitution as having authority. Thus the French 
Conseil constitutionnel has used both the preamble to the constitution of the Fourth 
Republic and the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man as authorised by the text of the 
Fifth Republic constitution. Many of the east european courts have referred to the 
european Convention on Human Rights because their own constitutions tell them so 
to do. secondarily, courts refer to their own previous decisions and, often prompted 
by their own constitutions, they consider the decisions of other similar courts. 
They may also consult more amorphous bodies of legal writing, especially things 
with titles like “principles of international law” or “general principles of law.” Again, 
the French Conseil consults “general principles of French republican law.” 

The national constitution is the starting place. to say that these constitutional 
review bodies “interpret” the constitution is largely empty. it is easier to think in 
terms of their trying to answer questions posed to them by others by looking at 
these documents. There are at least two rather different sorts of problems the con-
stitutional review bodies can be asked because of the various routes by which they 
can be directed to an issue. if it is a court to which issues arising in real litigation 
are referred or appealed, the context of the litigation forms the precise question. 
For example, can the state government prevent a retailer from opening his shop on 
a sunday even though, being a devout Jew, he must also close on Friday, and given 
that there is a clause in the constitution forbidding the state to interfere with its 
citizens’ freedom of religion (from the United states, Canada, and with variations, 
south Africa)?72 

if the constitutional review is a priori or abstract, there is less of a context. 
The question may be quite precise in one sense, but lacking any story. so, from 
Hungary, are the provisions of the criminal code that provide for the death pen-
alty unconstitutional given Article 54 of the constitution?73 This case was brought 

72A typical Us case on this question is Braunfeld v Brown , 366 Us 599 (1961) (Us supreme Court). 
73 Decision of 31st October 1990 on Capital Punishment , 23/1990 AB (Hungarian Constitutional 

Court). Much of the Hungarian argument was adopted by the south African Court in S v Makwanyane 
and Another, CCt 3/94 (south African Constitutional Court). 
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not by a condemned criminal on appeal, where his personal details and his crime 
could help narrow the focus, but by a pressure group, the League Against Capital 
Punishment. The various courts themselves seem unanimously to prefer, or would 
if allowed, to have cases arise under the first route. in an example like the Hungar-
ian one it might not matter much, but often the absence of a context forces the 
court to make a decision that might be quite unsuitable to some highly specific 
real-life story. it is probably for this reason that some such review bodies, espe-
cially in France and Germany, are prone to add what they call “reservations of 
interpretation” in carrying out abstract review. These opinions have come under 
specific attack from political scientists as over much involvement in policy, but 
they are really attempts to prevent an overgeneral judgement of constitutionality. 
such reservations are an attempt to prevent the law in question from being taken 
as constitutional if applied in a context that would have made the court unsure 
of the constitutionality of the legislation. effectively it means the court is saying, 
“Law X conforms to the constitution only if it is taken to mean . . .” in a way the 
court is posing its own imaginary fact situation for want of a real one. 

What these two examples have in common is, inevitably, that the constitutions 
do not, in so many words, answer the questions asked of the courts. There is no 
clause in the Hungarian constitution that forbids the death penalty, any more than 
sunday closing is mentioned in the Us Bill of Rights, the Canadian Charter, or 
the south African constitution. What one finds instead are general value state-
ments that have to be brought to bear on the policy intention of the government. 
Bills of rights are not moral or even political philosophies. They are, at best, bullet 
points from such philosophies. Furthermore, because bills of rights are bargained 
lists, the outcome of committee warfare, they are not necessarily even bullet points 
from the same underlying philosophy. The bullet point for the Us supreme Court 
is simply the well-known First Amendment provision that “Congress shall make 
no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof.” The Canadian Charter only provides, in Article 2, that “everyone has the 
following fundamental freedoms: (a) freedom of conscience and religion . . .” in 
the Hungarian example, the nearest thing to a relevant bullet point is Article 54(1): 
“every human being has the inherent right to life and to human dignity, of which 
no one can be arbitrarily deprived.” 

The courts are required to answer a question something like this: is forcing 
someone to close on sunday whose religion forbids him to work on a day other 
than sunday also equivalent to prohibiting the free exercise of religion? or some-
thing like this: is a human being arbitrarily deprived of life or dignity by a carefully 
constructed death penalty law? There are any number of ways one can go about 
building an answer. Did the writers of the constitution intend such and such an 
implication? Would the language of the document at its time of writing imply that? 
Does the language now imply it? Do other firmly held values in modern society 
require such and such an answer? These and other techniques are nothing but 
that—technical tricks to help a court. The judges are required to weave the bullet 
points into a coherent and cohesive ideology for their contemporary world. it is in 
this sense that constitutional judges are applied political theorists, and their job is 
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unavoidably creative. if the job was just that, it would be difficult enough, but in 
fact it is much harder. By the time the sunday closing law was challenged in the 
United states, there was more for the court to consider than the sixteen words of 
the First Amendment. There was by then a rich case law of attempts to work out 
what those sixteen words implied for concrete situations. Much of that case law 
deals with a latent problem in constitutional analysis. The First Amendment seems 
absolute: “Congress shall make no law . . .” in almost no real political context are 
rights actually treated as absolute, and when a constitutional court tries to do so 
it either creates huge problems for itself, or risks a legitimacy-weakening scorn 
from the other elites. The case law in the First Amendment is partially taken up by 
devising rules by which the court can accept that freedom of religion is being hin-
dered, but in an acceptable way. The Us court has had to create for itself the right 
to make such assessments. More modern constitutions build that capacity in to the 
texts the courts are provided with. Thus what the Canadian Charter actually says, 
in Article 1, is that it guarantees the rights it sets out “subject only to such reason-
able limits . . . as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.” 
The Hungarian problem required not only Article 54(1) but Article 8(2) which says 
that the rights and duties shall be determined by statute, “which, however may not 
limit the essential content of any fundamental right.”74 

Constitutions that recognise that rights need to be flexible and only rigorously 
imposed when necessary, present a further complexity—they actively require the 
courts to be policy analysts and to work out for themselves whether a government 
goal is sufficiently important to allow a proposed limitation on a right. so it is an 
applied political theory that judicial review bodies are required to construct. only 
a political theory constructed by someone can tell us whether the French govern-
ment can restrict hunting rights. only an applied one can work out whether the 
restriction in the Loi relative de la chasse of 2000 can decide whether the text of 
the law infringes the right to property more than, to borrow the Canadian test, 
“can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.” The fact that this 
is not the test the French Conseil constitutionnel uses is part of the overall story of 
constitutional review. A great variety of tests has been invented by courts to assess 
whether legislation can override a constitutional right. one has even become the 
title of a thriller—the Us legal test for abridging freedom of speech that requires a 
“clear and present danger.”75 some require merely a “rational connection” between 
a legislative goal and its details; others impose tougher conditions, or require a 
degree of “proportionality” between the policy goal and the means. The trouble is 
that these legal formulae do not get the courts very far. As one scholar said of the 
interpretation acts that some countries pass to aid the court dealing with ordinary 
legislation, “The judge is not told how to decide; he is told how to state what he has 

74The interim south African constitution had an equivalent “essential content” clause. The court 
expressed its relief when it was dropped from the final version, though the court still has a complicated 
test to apply. 

75 By tom Clancy, dealing with the threat posed to the United states by the Colombian drug 
barons. 
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decided.76” However, this can be an overcynical position. it is a mistake to go the 
judicial realist route and insist that judicial argument is never anything more than 
a smokescreen to cover purely personal prejudice.77 

it remains true there are numerous divided constitutional law decisions where 
judges differ only on whether or not legislation does pass the relevant test, as well as 
those where the disagreement goes to what the relevant test is. such disagreements 
can be instructive for us in assessing the importance of the tests themselves. in one 
American religious exemption case the issue appeared to be whether it was even 
remotely feasible to give a particular religious sect an exception from the social se-
curity laws.78 The majority applied a test that required the government to show that 
the tax law in question was “essential to accomplish an overriding governmental 
interest.” This is a very tough test, and the majority could only find for the govern-
ment by stressing that it would be inordinately difficult to run the tax system were 
the exception justified. one justice however, claimed it would be trivially easy to 
make the exception, but that the test was wrong—instead the complainant ought 
to have “to shoulder the burden of demonstrating that there is a unique reason 
for allowing him a special exemption from a valid law of general applicability.” 
Justice stevens admits this is “an almost insurmountable burden,” which he clearly 
welcomes. Which is the more appropriate approach is not obvious. The example 
serves to show both the vital role these tests play, and the intrinsic difficulty of the 
quasi-empirical policy analysis that tests require. (These matters are discussed at 
length in chapter 7.) All in all, being a constitutional review judge is a really dif-
ficult job, and honest men and women disagree over the implications of policy and 
rights. The different tests do matter, but they are the product of judicial craftsman-
ship whether or not they are apparently spelled out in constitutional texts. 

The judicial realist challenge is an old one, and one that cannot fully be re-
solved. in fact it turns out to matter rather little whether we conceive of constitu-
tional judges as making up their minds quite independently of the reasons they 
give, or as genuinely trying to use their tests, formulae, and rules of constitutional 
interpretation to get answers. For a host of reasons, the arguments that can be 
given in any one case are restricted by past cases, restrict future ones, and need to 
be deployed with care and skill whether these arguments are the “real” reason for 
a decision or “merely” the ways a decision is expressed. Marx says, on the question 
of historical determinism, that men do make history, but they do not make it on 
their own terms. in a similar way judges determine themselves whether something 
is constitutional or not, but are only free to make this determination inside a com-
plex web of legal and political restrictions. For our purposes the study of consti-
tutional adjudication is the study of these constraints more than it is the study of 
any underlying motive. Another example from the Hungarian court should make 
this clear. The court’s abortion decision of 1991 is one of the most complicated 

76JH Merryman, ἀe Civil Law Tradition  (stanford, Calif.: stanford University Press, 1969). 
77A useful discussion of the original ideas of the legal realist school, and the way those ideas have 

developed, is given in n Duxbury, “Jerome Frank and the Legacy of Legal Realism,” 1991 18 Journal of 
Law and Society 2, 175–205. 

78 US v Lee, 455 Us 252 (1982) (Us supreme Court). 
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in a field recognised for complicated constitutional jurisprudence.79 it is also a 
good deal more conservative than most, apart from that of the German Federal 
Constitutional Court, and surprising given the overall liberal slant of most of the 
Hungarian cases from the period. it seems that the court was caught by its own 
earlier decision on capital punishment, which had set out so strong a doctrine 
of preservation of human dignity that it found itself with very little freedom of 
movement.80 

This German influence on the Hungarian court is widely recognised and indeed 
admitted by its first president.81 The court’s attention to German precedents is only 
a particularly well-known example of a further aspect of constitutional jurispru-
dence that marks out how important the actual argument is to understanding the 
nature of constitutional review. virtually all constitutional review bodies, with the 
exception of the Us supreme Court, make extensive reference to the decisions and 
arguments of other courts, and to the work of supranational bodies like the euro-
pean Court of Human Rights and the european Court of Justice.82 This process, 
which is leading to a marked standardisation of constitutional “answers,” is neither 
accidental nor avoidable. There is a respected, if sometimes controversial, theory 
about legal development in general that argues that legal change is almost never 
entirely homegrown, but is, and has always been, dependent on import.83 This is 
very clearly the case with constitutional law, in part because there is only one—or 
only one general—model of liberal democracy. Under the label of “constitutional 
borrowing” the process has begun to attract academic attention, much of it hos-
tile.84 to some extent the whole of chapter 5 can be read as a study of constitutional 
borrowing, because what Canada has done is to graft a very “foreign” idea—a fully 
established overarching bill of rights—onto an ongoing common-law legal world. 
nonetheless, foreign decisions are not only a source of ideas for constitutional 
review bodies, they also act as a further discipline, making the arguments used on 
one issue sharply constraining on others, and furthering the way in which consti-
tutional review has become a highly intellectual act of drawing out what may or 
may not be done in a modern society. For whatever reason, those who make up the 
courts and councils care a good deal about the opinion of their foreign brethren— 

79A thorough coverage of abortion law worldwide is given in A eser and H-G Koch, Abortion and 
the Law: From International Comparison to Legal Policy (The Hague: tMC Asser Press, 2005). 

80 J Kis, Constitutional Democracy  (Budapest: Central european University, 2003), 250–70. 
81C Dupré, Importing the Law in Post-Communist Transitions: ἀe Hungarian Constitutional Court 

and the Right to Human Dignity (oxford: Hart, 2003). 
82Whether or not it is legitimate to use foreign judgements to interpret Us constitutional law is a 

highly controversial matter. As i showed at the beginning of this chapter, this controversy came to a 
head in Lawrence v Texas. it and other cases are surveyed in J yoo, “Peeking Abroad? The supreme 
Court’s Use of Foreign Precedents in Constitutional Cases,” 2003 26 University of Hawaii Law Review 
385–404. 

83A Watson, Legal Transplants: An Approach to Comparative Law (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 1993). 

84 see particularly CF Rosenkrantz, “Against Borrowings and other nonauthoratative Uses of For-
eign Law,” 2003 1 International Journal of Comparative Law 2, 269–95. Useful also is y Hasebe, “Con-
stitutional Borrowing and Political Theory,” 2003 1 International Journal of Comparative Law 2, 224–43. 
All the articles in this issue of the journal deal with the problem. 
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they meet a good deal, and clearly hope to exert as much influence as they accept. 
it is notable that one of the main concerns of Robert Badinter, the president of 
the French Conseil constitutionnel quoted at the beginning of this chapter, was to 
have the Conseil accepted as one of the world’s constitutional courts and to lose 
its isolation. 

The idea that constitutional review is a highly intellectual, and creatively intel-
lectual, process helps formulate a first rough answer to our query, which will be 
refined as the book goes on to study both individual countries and subject areas. it 
is also a partial defence of constitutional courts against a common criticism. The 
criticism is that even if states unavoidably require this drawing out and articulat-
ing of constitutional values, it is wrong that an unelected group of judges should 
do this. instead the elected part of the state itself can be trusted to work out what 
the constitution must mean.85 even those who believe in constitutional courts usu-
ally accept the description that they are “counter-majoritarian” institutions, simply 
accepting that populist majoritarian government requires a nondemocratic brake. 
This position is widely held amongst practising politicians; one of the main com-
plaints against the French Conseil constitutionnel indeed is that it has arrogated to 
itself a role that French Republican tradition has always left to the senate, which 
is, with arguable justification, proud of its record in this respect. in general the 
“counter-majoritarian” critique, whether unfavourable or not, is based on an un-
sophisticated assessment of how majoritarian, let alone democratic, modern po-
litical systems are. Kim Lane schepple, one of the shrewder commentators on the 
new eastern european courts, has pointed out that, at best, the critique only works 
assuming parliaments are on their best, and courts on their worst, behaviour.86 

Parliaments are not machines for developing intellectually complex political theo-
ries that articulate and make coherent a society’s values. They represent interests, 
and their executives aggregate these interests into programmes. There is a pithy 
truism to this point: “Judges argue, politicians bargain.” 

The idea that courts should “defer” to parliaments is commonly heard from the 
judges themselves—but always within limits. Parliaments have a duty to abide by 
the constitution as well. A quotation from the Canadian court makes this clear: 

While the courts are guardians of the Constitution and of individuals’ rights 
under it, it is the legislature’s responsibility to enact legislation that embod-
ies appropriate safeguards to comply with the Constitution’s requirements. 
it should not fall to the courts to fill in the details that will render legislative 
lacunae constitutional. Without appropriate safeguards legislation authoriz-
ing search and seizure is inconsistent with s. 8 of the Charter. As i have said, 
any law inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution is . . . of no force 

85 Certainly the idea that the supreme Court was not only the interpreter, but the only authoritative 
interpreter, of the Us Constitution was not determined by Marbury v Madison but by Cooper v Aaron, 
358 Us 1 (1958) (Us supreme Court). 

86 KL schepple, “Constitutional negotiations: Political Contexts of Judicial Activism in Post-soviet 
europe,” 2003 18 International Sociology 1, 219–38. 
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or effect. i would hold subss. 10(1) and 10(3) of the Combines Investigation 
Act to be inconsistent with the Charter and of no force and effect.87 

Modern society needs two forces balanced—interest articulation and idea ar-
ticulation; society requires both the force of citizens’ demands for each individual’s 
preferred good life, and the checking of these demands against a societal commit-
ment to a communal good life. The constitutional review function is this working 
out of the meaning of the values hastily signed on to in constitutional conven-
tions and referenda. everywhere it exists, constitutional review presents a sort of 
theoretical sieve through which legislation must pass. What follows is not much 
concerned with the counter-majoritarian argument, because this book does not 
set out to make normative judgements about constitutional review, but only to 
characterise it. Despite this purpose, i would be remiss to ignore the charges of 
counter-majoritarianism entirely, and a section of the concluding chapter consid-
ers the arguments. 

At this stage it is more relevant to note that whether or not they respect major-
ity desires in democracies, constitutional courts are often clearly involved in fur-
thering the degree of democracy in a country and take this responsibility very 
seriously. As the Canadian court said in one of its decisions involving the electoral 
system: 

it is precisely when legislative choices threaten to undermine the founda-
tions of the participatory democracy guaranteed by the Charter that courts 
must be vigilant in fulfilling their constitutional duty to protect the integrity 
of this system.88 

Against the criticism that the court was simply pitting its own social philosophy 
against that of the parliamentary majority, the court pointed out: 

This case is not merely a competition between competing social philoso-
phies. it represents a conflict between the right of citizens to vote—one of 
the most fundamental rights guaranteed by the Charter—and Parliament’s 
denial of that right. Public debate on an issue does not transform it into a 
matter of “social philosophy,” shielding it from full judicial scrutiny. it is for 
the courts, unaffected by the shifting winds of public opinion and electoral 
interests, to safeguard the right to vote guaranteed by s. 3 of the Charter.89 

At times this is part of the structural interpretation role described earlier. The 
sample question from the south African court on the constitutionality of floor-
crossing is to the point. Courts are often forced to consider very deeply what the 
structural and institutional demands of democracy are. This was required of the 
French Conseil constitutionnel considering restrictions on the traditional French 
multiple mandate; of the Czech court deciding on the implications of party elec-
toral pacts in electoral law; of the Hungarian court deciding on whether parlia-

87 Hunter v Southam Inc., 2 sCR145 (1984) (Canadian supreme Court), 169. 
88 Sauvé
v
Canada
(Chief
Electoral
Officer), 3 sCR 519 (2002) (Canadian supreme Court), par. 15. 
89 Sauvé
v
Canada
(Chief
Electoral
Officer), par. 13. 
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ment could reduce its hours of sitting, of the German court deciding on the con-
stitutionality of party finance laws. As shown in chapter 2, the German court has 
often been solicitous of small parties potentially crushed by major ones. A second 
area courts have been active in, and where they perhaps have had to consider most 
deeply the practical requirements of competitive democracy, is that of broadcast-
ing and media law. This area has occupied many courts, not only France, italy, 
and Germany but Australia90 and even the United Kingdom, where constitutional 
review does not as such exist.91 

With some modern courts the process goes further than “filtering” legislation 
through a constitutional value net: the court may act as a moral leader, attempting 
to infuse the whole of society, or at least those aspects that are regulated by law, 
with a positive value orientation. if they are seen like this, one must accept that 
judicial review bodies are a fourth branch of government—a branch alongside the 
legislative, executive, and judicial. 

i would argue further that the growth of this new function is directly related to 
the decline of ideological politics in modern societies. ordinary political compe-
tition is no longer often competition between ideological camps. instead, highly 
consensual societies have relatively little other than the values of the constitution 
against which to judge political initiatives. one consequence of this use of the 
constitution has been noted but possibly mischaracterised by political scientists. 
it is now commonplace that the growth of constitutional review has led to a “le-
galisation” of the parliamentary process; parliamentarians use the argument that 
a bill they oppose is unconstitutional, and majorities fear the court will find it so 
and suffer from what is sometimes called a legislative “freezing effect.”92 But might 
this practice not be at least as much because there is so little one can say in at-
tacking the sort of legislation produced by governments in modern democracies 
other than (1) it is technically incompetent or (2) that it offends constitutional 
standards? The constitution is all many countries have as a setter of overarching 
values. on one case in Germany that attracted a good deal of criticism on these 
lines, the court went out of its way to welcome the concern members of the Bun-
destag had expressed about the constitutionality of a major statute. For them it 
was evidence that constitutionalism had become a major value in its own right in 
modern society.93 

Appeals to patriotism, Christianity, socialism, tradition, have all faded away as 
generators of value. to some extent constitutional review is involved with (1) tech-

90 Australian Capital Television Pty Ltd v Commonwealth , 177 CLR 106 (1992) (Australian High 
Court). 

91The best UK example is Derbyshire CC v Times Newspapers Ltd , 1 All eR 1011 [1993] (House of 
Lords), where the Lords held that it was incompatible with the democratic need for press freedom to 
allow an elected body to sue for libel. see Robertson, Judicial Discretion, 284–88. 

92stone sweet in his work on France was probably the first person to stress this phenomenon. A 
stone sweet, ἀe Birth of Judicial Politics in France: ἀe Constitutional Council in Comparative Perspec-
tive (oxford: oxford University Press, 1992). 

93The academic comments they were thinking of were similar to those expressed in C Landfried, 
“Judicial Policy-Making in Germany: The Federal Constitutional Court,” 1993 15 West European Politics 
52–63. 
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nical incompetence, because of balancing tests of policy aims, and to a major extent 
it has the last word on (2) offences against constitutional standards. The following 
chapters attempt to put some flesh on the bones of the theoretical skeleton i have 
sketched so far. The next five chapters are each centred round a particular country 
or area—Germany, eastern europe, south African, Canada, and France. They are 
not single country “case studies” in the usual sense, however. in each chapter i take 
a country’s predominant concerns to help a focus on different comparative ques-
tions. For this reason amongst others, there is no chapter on the United states per 
se. American jurisprudence comes into comparative perspective on virtually all is-
sues. America is discussed particularly in the broad themes discussed in chapter 7, 
where i treat issues in comparative constitutional jurisprudence. other important 
jurisdictions, especially Australia, are drawn in where they can provide a compara-
tive or theoretical edge. 




